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ABSTRACT 
The Old Deery Inn & Museum:  An Ethnographic Case Study 
by
Rebecca Proffitt 
This thesis uses qualitative ethnographic research methods to present a case study that explores 
the multiplicity of meanings and representations that are attached to the Old Deery Inn & 
Museum in Blountville, Tennessee.  Within the community, the Inn functions as a center for 
cultural memory, with the physical structure itself acting as an artifact that holds community 
identity. This community narrative contrasts with the official narrative used by tourism entities 
that markets the Inn as a part of the Appalachian region, situating the Inn within a complex and 
intricately constructed identity of place that is shaped by lived experiences as well as perceived 
cultural markers.  By unraveling the narratives, this study unpacks the ways that the Inn’s various 
identities figure into the development of current interpretation and management efforts, and the 
way that this locally important historical site fits into the larger narrative of tourism marketing in 
East Tennessee. 
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
 The beginning was a store of boyhood recollections — a green spot in all our lives — of  
 the traditions and legends and stories told in front of back-log fires.  I thought by linking  
 these with the accepted and more substantial facts I might be able to furnish a chain  
 strong enough to carry us to another generation (Taylor vii). 
 The Old Deery Inn & Museum is an important local landmark with a rich tradition of 
story-telling that is connected to its physical structures and the artifacts that it holds. Within the 
town of Blountville, community members have constructed a historical narrative that grounds 
their own lived experiences in the histories and lived experiences of those that came before them, 
“reproducing a sense of belonging and community identity” (Relph 53). Community narratives 
also tie the Inn to larger moments in the historical narrative at both a local, state, and national 
level, where the official historical narrative situates the Inn and the town of Blountville within 
the wider Appalachian region.  
 These overlapping narratives about the Inn reveal a wide variety of its meanings and 
functions to community members, county officials, and tourism agency representatives. 
Community members who have fond memories of spending time at the Inn when it was a private 
residence provide a narrative that is based on a deep and empathetic understanding of place, 
which reflects kinship and cultural ties that go back for generations. County officials tasked with 
maintaining the 200 year-old building describe the Inn in terms of its economic value and 
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reference the policies that affect the community’s ability to develop interpretation and funding 
opportunities.  Representatives of tourism agencies describe the Inn in terms of its affiliation 
with the official Tennessee brand of history and culture, and its ability to attract potential visitors 
and leverage tourism dollars.  
 Currently, county officials and community volunteers are negotiating the function and 
purpose of the Old Deery Inn & Museum within the local socioeconomic structure of Blountville 
and Sullivan County in order to develop it as a cultural heritage tourism site.  A political system 
that is socioeconomically disadvantageous for Blountville creates challenges and obstacles for 
the development of the Inn as a functioning tourist destination, though officials and volunteers 
are invested in preserving what is seen as the “crown jewel" of Blountville’s Historic District. 
Preservation efforts in Blountville’s Historic District began with the restoration of the Inn in 
1940, when Virginia Byars Caldwell and her family turned the public house into a private home, 
and filled it with antiques and artifacts.  Mrs. Caldwell’s interpretation of the Inn laid the 
foundation for current preservation efforts in the community, and her willingness to give tours of 
her private home allowed the Inn to remain in the community commons as an important cultural 
artifact until Mrs. Caldwell’s death in 1999, when the Inn was transferred to public ownership.  
 Building on Mrs. Caldwell's work, volunteers at the Inn are developing exhibits and 
interpretation that focus on the early history of the Deery Inn and the town of Blountville, and 
centering much of the interpretation on the everyday living skills of early American settlers.  
Continuing the oral tradition of the community narrative, volunteers dress in costume and 
provide an interactive guided tour of the Inn that often includes living history demonstrations of 
a variety of “Appalachian crafts” and “primitive living” skills.  In addition to interpretation and 
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daily management, volunteers and county officials have increasingly become more concerned 
with marketing and promoting the Inn in order to redefine it as a regional tourist attraction that 
would be capable of generating a steady revenue stream to supplement maintenance and 
interpretation efforts. 
 In order to make the Old Deery Inn & Museum tourism ready in the future, volunteers 
and county officials must build partnerships with local residents, business owners, and tourism 
entities in a cooperative effort to attract tourists to the state of Tennessee.  In Blountville, these 
relationships are mediated by three main tourism agencies:  The Department of Tennessee Tourist 
Development, the North East Tennessee Tourism Association, and the Sullivan County 
Department of Tourism and Archives. These tourism agencies promote East Tennessee through a 
branded and packaged marketing campaign that values cultural distinctiveness, and places 
Blountville inside Appalachia through the use of “iconic imagery that draws from popular 
perceptions of an essentialized Appalachian culture” (Kant-Byers 161). This representation of 
Appalachia reflects only one small part of the local community’s identity as it is expressed 
through the interpretation at the Old Deery Inn. 
 This thesis traces the evolution of interpretation at the Inn by exploring the development 
of the guided tour and the stories that docents share, which provides insight into community 
identity. The oral tradition of the community commons is supplemented by a number of 
published and unpublished documents that record the Old Deery Inn’s role in local culture and 
politics, and provide first and second-hand accounts of important events in local and regional 
history.  The narrative that has been constructed through the interweaving of stories about the 
lived experiences of community members contrasts with the official narrative told by county 
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officials and regional tourism representatives, resulting in complex and nuanced representations 
of one historic site. Examining the use of language and the use of official narratives reveals 
patterns and a subtext that illuminates power structures and community identity, making this 
research project an important part of the story of cultural heritage tourism in Appalachia. 
  
Research Objectives 
 The goal of this study is to explore the multiplicity of meanings that are attached to the 
Old Deery Inn as a result of its importance as a historical landmark within the community, its 
tradition of hosting a living history museum that interprets local culture, and its place within the 
official narrative of the Appalachian region as it is represented in tourism literature. The Inn is 
situated within a variety of narratives that, when layered together, present a complex and 
intricately constructed identity of place that is shaped by lived experiences, as well as perceived 
cultural markers.  By unraveling the narratives and focusing on the origin and use of each 
constructed identity that applies to the Inn, this study will illuminate the ways these viewpoints 
intersect or conflict with one another, and the ways that the Inn’s various identities figure into the 
decision-making process that has guided the management and promotion of this historic site thus 
far.    
 Guiding research questions for this study focus on the construction of community identity 
and regional representation within the tourism marketplace:  How did the narrative history 
surrounding the Inn evolve, and what role does the community narrative play in current 
interpretation of the Inn? How do community members and policy makers employ the historical 
narrative of the Inn to promote it as a cultural heritage tourism destination, and do tourism 
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agencies accurately represent the community’s narrative of local history?  Do community 
members and government representatives cooperate or hinder one another as they work to 
preserve and develop the Inn as a tourist destination? 
 This project began as a study of regional marketing campaigns by the Tennessee 
Department of Tourist Development (TDTD) and was specifically focused on the historic use of 
iconic Appalachian symbols in order to encourage tourism in the region. The TDTD is a state 
agency that presents East Tennessee to a global public, yet its marketing strategy relies primarily 
on a projected cultural distinctiveness that has been “talked about, written about, and visualized 
in graphic media” since local color writers “discovered” the Appalachian region in the 1800s 
(Kant-Byers 161). Stereotypes sell, and the tourism marketplace is a structural force that has 
created tourist expectations through the use of “deeply embedded Appalachian cultural 
essentializations” as a part of a comprehensive and cohesive marketing campaign (Kant-Byers 
161). 
 In a sharp contrast to the commercialized presentation of culture that the TDTD 
promotes, community members have kept the local historical narrative alive by telling the story 
of the Old Deery Inn, Blountville, and its inhabitants, for generations, building a personal and 
meaningful connection to place through the repetition of stories about events and people 
associated with the Inn since the late eighteenth century. The Inn’s early history made it into a 
well-known, if not famous destination on the Great Stage Road, where it functioned as a “one-
stop shop” for travelers and locals alike (Triplett). The importance of the Inn faded during the 
latter half of the eighteenth century, and the building could well have been forgotten and 
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abandoned, as happened to many stage coach inns from that time period, had Mrs. Caldwell not 
restored and promoted it during the second half of the twentieth century. 
 By documenting and interpreting the historic narrative of the Old Deery Inn from a 
variety of viewpoints, this project will record historical events that are important within the 
community, as well as the wider region.  For the most part, community members have relied on 
an oral tradition to preserve and share community history, though parts of this oral tradition 
crossed over into the official narrative through Mrs. Caldwell’s preservation efforts. Current 
volunteers plan to use parts of this paper to supplement interpretation of Old Deery Inn.  Chapter 
3 may be used to develop a script to aid in training future docents and volunteers, and a link to 
the entire document may be displayed on the Inn’s website.  Additionally, by interviewing and 
learning about the existing infrastructure of tourism resources available to the Inn, I have 
provided information and contacts that can be used to further market and promote the Inn as a 
tourist destination, making this paper a useful piece of applied folklore for the Deery Inn’s 
volunteer community. 
Methodology 
 “Ethnography is an active enterprise.  Its activity incorporates dual impulses.  On the one  
 hand, the ethnographer must make her way into new worlds and new relationships.  On  
 the other hand, she must learn how to represent in written form what she has come to see  
 and understand as the result of these experiences” (Emerson et al. 15). 
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 This thesis represents an ethnographic case study that focuses on the cultural history and 
representation of the Old Deery Inn as it informs community identity and becomes attached to 
existing infrastructure in the tourism industry. Ethnography is a “strategy of inquiry in which the 
researcher studies an intact cultural group in a natural setting over a long period of time by 
collecting, primarily, observational and interview data” (Creswell 13).  As Clifford Geertz 
describes this process, the ethnographic researcher is responsible for “inscribing social 
discourse,” an act which changes a passing event into a more permanent record, and which can 
then be “consulted and reconsulted” in order to deepen understanding of the meanings and uses 
of cultural behaviors (Emerson et al. 9). During the course of this study, I employed traditional 
ethnographic methods to study the cultural history of Blountville, acting as an observer (tourist), 
participant-observer (volunteer and board member), and interviewer (oral history collection and 
narrative descriptions). 
 I supplemented my ethnographic research with written histories and available 
archeological data, including maps, surveys, and studies performed by the National Parks 
Service and a local company that performed an inventory of local historical sites (Lalone 138, 
Torbett). Employing such a wide variety of data collection provided an in-depth and 
comprehensive cultural history of Blountville and the Inn, and allowed me to discover and 
describe the “knowledge a group of people uses to generate behavior and interpret 
experience” (McCurdy et al. 9).  
 This project can be classified as a case study because the qualitative collection of data 
was bounded by participants’ involvement with the management and interpretation of the Deery 
Inn through volunteer work, management, and tourism marketing.  I collected “detailed 
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information using a variety of data collection procedures over a sustained period of time," 
including fieldwork and interviews, and the examination of documents and written material 
(Creswell 13).  I used these “multiple sources of data” to try to understand the meaning that 
narrators attribute to the Inn and its story by searching for themes and patterns through an 
inductive data analysis, in which I organized information into “patterns, categories, and themes” 
based on a “bottom-up” understanding of the narrators’ point of view (Creswell 175).   
 In an effort to remain open-minded and “consciously naive,” I approached the research 
process as a student, in more ways than one (McCurdy et al. 72).  Participants understood that 
this project would allow me to complete a necessary step on the way to earning a Master’s 
degree, but they also recognized that I placed myself in the role of engaged learner when 
narrators were sharing cultural and historical knowledge with me (McCurdy et al. 35).  Over the 
course of my research, I developed warm relationships with many narrators, and I believe they 
came to know me as an ally and resource in their quest to develop programming and become 
more fully a part of the tourism marketplace. This reciprocal relationship allowed me to act as a 
networker and synthesizer, and as the study progressed, it became clear that the “object and 
outcome of the research [was] intended for applied uses” (Lalone 138).   
 “A cornerstone of applied anthropology [or public folklore] is its community-based 
orientation” (Lalone 136). While my research process drew from traditional methodologies, I 
was aware that my data and findings would be read by the majority of the participants of the 
study and possibly by a wide portion of the local community.  Because many of the interviews 
involved oral histories or professional opinions, the narrators’ names remained attached to their 
data, and narrators were cited as sources for the written description of this case study.  
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Throughout the writing process, it was important to remain mindful of my community audience 
and to present narrators and community members with integrity and honesty so that they could 
be proud of their contributions to this project (Lalone 138). 
 In 2005, Mary Lalone wrote an article for the American Anthropological Association that 
describes Appalachian case studies where “anthro-planning” was used within communities to 
develop cultural heritage tourism parks.  In this study, Lalone describes a research approach that 
“infuses anthropological perspective and methods into planning projects,” and draws from 
Margaret Mead’s efforts to make applied anthropology “actively accessible for public 
use” (Lalone 135). Lalone’s case studies provide concrete examples of the way that 
anthropological research techniques for studying human behavior, such as “the skills of rapport 
building, observation, participant-observation, interviewing, and focus group research can be 
applied profitably in many aspects of heritage tourism planning” (Lalone 136). 
 Stephanie K. Hawke also approached research through a variety of methods that included 
in-depth interviews with narrators who expressed their sense of cultural history as “something 
gossamer, conjured through their interactions with a place over time and in the conversations 
between the people within it” (Hawke 235).  Hawke uses the term “ecomuseology” rather than 
“anthro-planning,” though she describes a similar mandate in the development of cultural 
tourism attractions. Both approaches call for the “co-construction of meaning” in the form of 
“information, input, involvement, and expertise from within the local community” (Hawke 235, 
Lalone 136). This input is best achieved through the use of social science and anthropological 
methods that encourage the trained scholar to interact with the local community in a way that 
encourages the experts on local culture to feel comfortable in the role of teacher, and recognizes 
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that the public is a “valuable resource” in planning and implementing cultural heritage sites 
(Lalone 137). 
 Both Hawke’s and Lalone’s approaches emphasize cultural heritage tourism development 
“with” and “for” people, rather than “to” people (Lalone 136). Researchers accomplish this by 
placing themselves in a “collaborative orientation” with the community during the process of 
“ethnographic immersion” (Lalone 136, Emerson et al. 2). Immersion involves a fieldwork 
experience that acknowledges the researcher is observing participants, but also “experiencing for 
[herself] the events and circumstances” that give rise to the behaviors enacted by participants 
(Emerson et al. 2-3). Thus, it is not the ethnographer’s job to determine “the truth,” but “to reveal 
the multiple truths apparent in others’ lives” (Emerson et al. 3). 
 The main body of research for this project was collected through an ethnographic process 
which involved collecting “observational and interview data” over the course of five months, 
when I joined the community as a guest on guided tours, a board member, and a tourist in 
Blountville (McCurdy et al. 9, Creswell 13). By spending an extended amount of time as a 
participant-observer at the Deery Inn and in the homes of the community members whom I 
interviewed, I was able to gather information by “talking directly to people and seeing them 
behave and act within their context…in the natural setting,” where I acted as the research 
instrument by gathering and recording information during “face-to-face interactions” (Creswell 
175).  
 In addition to community members and volunteers at the Inn, I reached out to public 
officials who have professional experience with the Old Deery Inn as a public institution. I was 
not able to secure the participation of a couple of key narrators, but I reorganized and made new 
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contacts according to information provided by community members and volunteers.  I completed 
interviews with the Mayor of Sullivan County, the Director of Planning and Codes for Sullivan 
County, the Executive Director of the North East Tennessee Tourism Department, the 
Commissioner of Tourist Development for the State of Tennessee, and the Director of Folklife at 
the Tennessee Arts Commission. These narrators provided perspectives on the social and cultural 
history of the Deery Inn from an official perspective, which resulted in an entirely different set of 
codes and themes, though there were places where descriptions and meanings overlapped with 
codes and themes from community interviews. 
 During the research process, the guiding questions evolved to match the emerging themes 
that I discovered through my interactions with the community and public officials.  These three 
primary questions guided the interpretation of the data that I collected during the research 
process: 
•  How did the narrative history surrounding the Inn evolve, and what role does the 
community narrative play in current interpretation of the Inn?  
• How do community members and policy makers employ the historical narrative of the 
Inn to promote it as a cultural heritage tourism destination, and do tourism agencies 
accurately represent the community’s narrative of local history?  
•  Do community members and government representatives cooperate or hinder one 
another as they work to preserve and develop the Inn as a tourist destination? 
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Preliminary Fieldwork 
 Members of the Sullivan County Historic Preservation Association reached out to the 
Center for Appalachian Studies in order to get help with the management and development of the 
Old Deery Inn & Museum, and I was offered the opportunity to research and work at the site. I 
began my research with an initial field visit in September 2016, where I met Ed and Myrna Bush,  
the gatekeepers for my research at the Inn (Creswell 178). They gave me the grand tour of the 
building and grounds, and provided information and opportunities that allowed me to gain entry 
to the Inn as a research site.  During the initial visit, I experienced the interactive transfer of 
knowledge through a storytelling performance that centered on the material culture of the Inn. 
My first impression of that experience was that Inn was a very warm and welcoming place, with 
a lot of character and an interesting history.  The liveliness of the stories and the dedication of the 
volunteers made the Inn seem like it was a member of the community, and I found the site to be a 
rich source of research possibilities based on the level of community involvement, the 
experiential nature of the interpretation, and the lack of documentation and scholarship focused 
on the Inn and the community.  
 For the next several weeks I continued making visits to Blountville, familiarizing myself 
with the Historic District by following the Civil War Trail walking tour and visiting the Sullivan 
County Department of Tourism and Archives.  I also began looking for published information 
relating to the Deery Inn on academic databases and in the Archives of Appalachia, familiarizing 
myself with the official narrative of historic events that affected the Inn and the town of 
Blountville.  At the end of November I attended my first board meeting, where I began to learn 
about the management of the Inn’s day-to-day operations. During the month of December I 
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began conducting interviews with volunteers from the Inn, and I attended multiple community 
events and meetings.  
 During tours and community functions, I was a participant-observer, acting as a tourist, a 
volunteer, and a board member for several months. During these field experiences, I recorded 
extensive notes, and often made audio recordings of the tours, conversational exchanges, and 
meetings. At the conclusion of every field visit, I typed notes, transcribed portions of the audio 
recordings, and wrote down observations and further questions. This process allowed me to learn 
about the culture and issues surrounding the Inn from the narrators, and it shaped the nature of 
the research and the research questions.  The emergent design and inductive nature of the 
research was suited to a process of interviewing and participant-observation that valued a 
discovery process, and that placed emphasis on the narrators’ lived experiences and world views, 
with the goal of eliciting the “knowledge it takes to be the people in that society” (Creswell 175, 
McCurdy et al. 27). 
 Between September 2016 and March 2017, I took four guided tours of the Inn with 
docents who are practiced at relating the oral history of the building and the artifacts to guests.  I 
also took two guided tours using Virginia Caldwell’s “Historic Pilgrimage Tour” script from 
1953 and a recording from 1970 that I located in the Archives of Appalachia (Lawson).  
Becoming a participant in the rituals of the Deery Inn’s guided tour allowed me to collect and 
internalize the Inn’s story in the way that it is most often passed on to visitors. I also participated 
in a few newer rituals, such as walking in the Christmas Parade, drinking from glass punch cups, 
and touring downtown Blountville on a self-guided walking tour that focuses on local Civil War 
history.  Additionally, I attended several board meetings of the Sullivan County Historical 
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Preservation Association in order to better understand the administrative tasks and 
responsibilities of the volunteers.  I learned about budgeting and scheduling concerns, and was 
asked to speak and share some of the things I was finding during my interviews and research for 
this project. 
  
Criteria for Selecting Participants 
The first participant in this study was the Chairman of the Sullivan County Historical 
Preservation Association, Ed Bush, with whom I exchanged emails before my initial field visit.  
Myrna Bush is one of the driving forces behind the recent activity at the Inn, and I received my 
grand tour of the Inn from the two of them.  They quickly became valuable sources of 
community knowledge and were the gatekeepers of the Blountville community (Creswell 90).  
They invited me to community events and meetings at the Inn and suggested many of the 
narrators who participated in the study.  Through their invitation to the November board meeting 
I met the rest of the volunteers who became my first narrators: Judy Manis, JoAnn Steele, and 
Pam Hebert.  This group of docents and volunteers provided entry into the community of 
Blountville through recommendations and contact information for other potential narrators, and 
they acted as “go-betweens” who mediated my initial contact with several of the oral history 
narrators.  Two of the oral history narrators also provided names and contact information for 
friends of theirs whom they believed would make good narrators for my project.  Between the 
suggestions of the volunteers and the oral history narrators, I was able to create a list of eleven 
community members to contact about providing oral histories from the community perspective.  
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Out of these eleven potential narrators, six participants were available to share stories and oral 
histories for this project. 
My focus on representation and the development of the Inn as a cultural heritage tourism 
site led me to seek out narrators who could provide professional insights from the perspective of 
the official narrative in order to contrast with community and volunteer narratives.  I created a 
list of nine potential narrators from the public sector, and cold called each of their offices, 
making appointments with five individuals who were willing and available to be interviewed. 
In order to organize the perspectives and roles of the individual narrators within the 
research study, I created what I called the “four levels of involvement” in the preservation efforts 
of the community’s history or tourism marketing within the region:  
1) Community members.  These narrators provided oral histories that included personal 
stories about family and kinship connections, ancestral connections to land and houses in the 
community, personal friendships with Mrs. Caldwell, memories and experiences at the Inn or 
within the community, and social connections between community members.   
2) Volunteers and docents.  These narrators are also community members, but they take a 
more active role in the preservation and interpretation of the Inn. They also have a collection 
of oral histories to share, but I steered their interviews towards their experiences as volunteers 
at the Inn, in order to more fully represent the underlying culture of the docents and 
volunteers who dress up for tours and dedicate so much personal time and energy to the Inn. 
3) Local government representatives who may be in a position to help the Inn procure 
funding through grants or county budget, and who actively participate in the decision-making 
process for policies that affect the operation of the Inn.  The two narrators for this category 
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were the Mayor of Sullivan County, Richard Venable, and the Director of Planning and Codes 
for Sullivan County, Ambre Torbett. 
4) Directors of interpretation for the official narrative. These narrators included 
representatives from regional and state-level agencies, and interpret the culture of East 
Tennessee in an official capacity. The three narrators for this category were the Executive 
Director of the North East Tennessee Tourism Association, the Commissioner of Tourist 
Development for the State of Tennessee, and the Director of Folklife at the Tennessee Arts 
Commission.  
The Interview Process 
I interviewed a total of fifteen community members, volunteers, and state and local 
officials.  Interviews were typically conversational, and I asked open-ended “story questions” in 
order to encourage narrators to tell me “about actual events or places associated” with the Deery 
Inn, local history, or agency policies, depending on the narrator’s level of involvement (McCurdy 
et al. 40).  Leaving questions open to interpretation placed the emphasis on the narrator’s 
experience and descriptions, and did not limit the narrator’s response or use of language 
(“Practice of Ethnography” 2).  The interviews I collected came from narrators with a wide 
variety of experiences and community involvement, and the conversational nature of the 
exchanges resulted in extended interviews with many of the community members. 
 I began interviews by asking narrators to talk about themselves and their personal history 
in order to establish their kinship and social connections within the community.  Social groups 
were often defined by church membership, and kinship ties between community members were 
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discussed at length, especially in relation to land or home ownership and ancestral connections to 
place.  Most of the community members and volunteers who agreed to be interviewed invited me 
into their homes, where we drank coffee and visited for at least half a day.  Recordings from 
participants that were categorized at Levels 1 or 2 generally lasted at least one hour, with several 
interviews lasting more than two hours.  
 In an effort to encourage narrators to share stories in the style and language they were 
most comfortable with, I asked very few direct questions, instead mentioning topics of interest, 
and then expressing curiosity about what they had heard second hand or knew about from 
personal experience. The goal of using an open-ended, discovery-oriented interview approach is 
to remind narrators to “remember and express their cultural knowledge” in order to elicit the 
“taxonomic structure” that provides the meanings behind behaviors and experiences (McCurdy 
et al. 11, 33, 5). The resultant narratives are often told in a rambling style that shifts from subject 
to subject as the narrator recalls details or events.  This storytelling style is useful in 
understanding community dynamics, as narrators often unconsciously supply snippets of 
information that reveal personal politics and social hierarchies that provide insight into the way 
narrators “order and interpret their worlds” (Emerson et al. 139).    
 Interviews with public officials that were categorized as Level 3 or 4 took place in the 
narrator’s office and were usually shorter and more directed. I still asked conversational, open-
ended questions, but these narrators had an expectation that I would guide the conversation 
toward what I wanted them to talk about. This interview style was very different than the more 
informal story-telling style of Level 1 participants and resulted in shorter interviews which were 
easier to transcribe and code. Three of the interviews were conducted over the phone, and two of 
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those were recorded. A malfunction with my recording technology prevented the recording of my 
interview with the Director of Folklife at the Tennessee Arts Commission, but I took handwritten 
notes and typed up my field notes immediately after the phone call ended.  I also emailed copies 
of the material that was generated by our conversation to the narrator and gave him the chance to 
add comments or corrections before I included it in my writing.   
 In addition to these more formal interviews, I carried on conversational exchanges of 
information with community members in social settings at events, during guided tours, and as a 
participant at board meetings. These social occasions represented “naturally occurring, situated 
interactions in which local meanings are created and sustained” (Emerson et al. 140).  Most of 
these exchanges were not digitally recorded, though I took careful notes about events and 
conversations throughout this process.  During these interactions, I sought out community 
members who acted as volunteers for special events, but were not a part of the core group of 
docents that sat down for formal interviews. These events provided an opportunity to observe 
community members’ tacit culture through their “talk-in-interaction,” providing insight into how 
volunteers, guests, and community members relate to one another in social settings (Emerson et 
al. 133).   
 The largest and most elaborate event was the Christmas Open House, and seemed akin to 
traveling to a different country, where I felt very unsure of social norms and expectations.  I 
borrowed a costume from Myrna Bush, and arrived early with my daughters in tow, in order to 
observe and participate in the Deery Inn’s largest event of the year.  Volunteers spent hours 
decorating the Inn with greenery, Christmas trees, and candles, and volunteers assert that this 
season is when the Inn is “at its most beautiful.”  For over an hour, I watched as volunteers 
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arrived in the “backstage” area with plates of food or satin ball gowns over their arms, meeting in 
Rutledge House to eat, socialize, and change into their costumes (McCurdy et al. 72). 
  The Christmas Open House represents the only opportunity I had during the research to 
dress in costume and join volunteers in hosting an event at the Old Deery Inn.  The nature of the 
event changed the atmosphere of the Inn, and I shared in the enjoyment of “pretending to go 
back in time” as I wandered through the building, surrounded by women dressed in floor-length 
skirts. The costumes ranged from fancy silk ball gowns, to handmade cotton Civil War dresses, 
and simple homemade skirts and peasant blouses.  The costuming choices of the docents 
reflected their social roles within the volunteer organization, and the jobs they performed as part 
of the event. Volunteers enjoyed showing off their costumes, and repeatedly answered questions 
about where it came from, who made it, and what type of undergarments were worn.  
 Billy Easly is a local Blountville high school student who was dressed as a Union soldier 
from the Civil War period.  He participates in reenactments, and buys pieces for his costume at 
the suttlers that set up tents at those events.  His hobnail boots received quite a lot of attention, 
and his rucksack, belt, suspenders, and felt hat contributed to the authentic feel of his uniform.  
Another high school student in attendance, Victoria was also dressed in a costume from the Civil 
War period.  Her grandmother sewed her dress, and she showed me the parts and pieces of the 
sleeves, undershirt, skirt, and vest.  Her costume was quite elaborate, and she wore padding and 
crinolines to give her skirt the proper shape.  Her blouse was pinned at the throat with a brooch 
that belonged to her great-great-grandmother, a detail that she emphasized. JoAnn, Myrna, Judy, 
myself, and a few other volunteers wore handmade cotton skirts with store-bought blouses, 
covered in an apron. Myrna made many of the costumes pieces that we wore, and we reflected 
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the “Little House on the Prairie” aesthetic that Judy is so fond of, and which represents her view 
of the Inn’s history during the Deery Days. 
 I spent nearly five hours at the Inn during the Christmas Open House, and the majority of 
that time was occupied with quiet conversation, punch and cookies, and slow meanderings 
through the Inn’s rooms.  Time seemed to slow, and volunteers and guests filled the Map Room 
in a steady stream all afternoon.  Bob Alton demonstrated his collection of Victrolas, adding 
antique-sounding music to the atmosphere. A kind and interesting man, Mr. Alton shared stories 
about Victrolas and some historic events in the community.  He described in great detail the “best 
thesis he ever read,” about the Cyclone of Rye Cove in 1928.  He had many second-hand 
memories of the event, and even sang several lines of a song the Carter Family wrote about the 
it. 
 This field experience illustrated the ways that the behaviors of the volunteers are 
influenced by costuming and the Deery Inn’s physical structure. Costumed volunteers seemed to 
sit up straighter, and use more formal and refined mannerisms during conversation. Many of us 
noticed that there was a “feeling” of warmth, and the rooms feel lived in, as though we were 
guests of the usual occupants of the Inn.  Details such as dresses hanging on the wall of a 
bedroom, a pair of glasses on top of a book, and a handwritten note from 1845 on a side table 
add to the feeling of lived-in hospitality and warmth.  Later in the day, the sunlight fell 
beautifully on the wood paneling of the Map Room, and lamps were lit in every room. The result 
was an otherworldly experience that did seem to transport participants into a plane of being that 
was separate from their everyday lived experiences, and, though these events are not held often, 
they keep volunteers interested and engaged in the Inn because they are so enjoyable. 
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Coding the Data 
Beginning in the middle of February, I began to step back from collecting data in order to 
focus on analyzing and organizing my collected research. I finished transcribing seven 
interviews, and made the decision not to transcribe the 337 minutes of recorded oral histories in 
their entirety.  Instead, I chose to listen to them carefully and take extensive notes on those five 
interviews, returning to them throughout the coding process to listen for “recurring themes, 
symbols, imagery, myths, and rhetorical devices” (Yow 282). To begin the process of analyzing 
the raw data that I collected, I read through transcriptions of interviews and field notes, and 
listened to recorded interviews repeatedly.  I familiarized myself with the raw data that I 
generated through observations and interviews in order to discover the “common meanings of 
shared experience” that exist within the four “levels of involvement,” and across the levels and 
mediums to encompass all forms of collected data (Yow 284). 
 Thinking broadly, I discovered quite a large number of themes, which I narrowed down 
by combining categories and subcategories of relational themes.  For example, one surprisingly 
common theme was “presidents.” There were references throughout community and official 
narratives to Andrew Jackson, Andrew Johnson, Jimmy Carter, William McKinley, and many 
governors, senators, and lawmakers, dating back to the early days of the Inn.  I broadened the 
theme to include “Influential Politicians,” and labeled a large index card with that heading.  I 
then returned to my narrative transcripts and oral history recordings and notes, and searched 
carefully for any references that related to influential politicians who had visited the Deery Inn.  I 
made a note on the index card that referenced the narrator and the time stamp on the recording 
(which I included at intervals in my transcription process), along with a keyword or descriptive 
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phrase to remind me how the note related to the theme.  The keywords and descriptive phrases 
were then categorized according to the person or event they referenced, and I created a list of 
subheadings that noted references to Jimmy Carter’s visit, Governors and guests who signed the 
downstairs doors, kinship connections to political leaders, and influential guests.  My next step 
was to create a Pages document with the title “Influential Politicians.” I then opened my 
transcriptions and copied and pasted each noted phrase from the index card, sorting them into 
their appropriate subcategories with the name of the narrator attached.  In this way I created 
documents titled “Touring the Deery,” “The Little Confederacy,” “Ancestral Homes,” 
“Partnerships,” “Branding,” “Early History,” “Interpretation,” and “Local Politics.” There were 
many other categories that can be explored about this historical site in the future, but these were 
the ones that seemed to be most relevant to the research goals that I established at the beginning 
of the study. 
 I cross-referenced these selected categories with written historical documents and with 
published materials that related to tourism marketing initiatives, and noted places where citations 
either strengthened or conflicted with participant narratives.  During this part of the process, I 
began to notice that vocabulary, syntax, and a certain romantic emphasis could be found in 
nearly all of the written documents that were produced during the mid to late twentieth century, 
so I concluded that the “Historical Pilgrimage” script is the origin of the majority of the current 
interpretation and published work that relates to the Inn. As a result of its importance to the 
current historical narrative, I have cited it a number of times in Chapter 3. 
The primary data that was collected through participating, interviewing, and observing was 
also supplemented by a content analysis of the visual and textual rhetoric found in a variety of 
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published materials relating to the Deery Inn. Some of the oral history was recorded by Mrs. 
Caldwell and other members of the Blountville community, and those texts were cross-
referenced with the oral histories that I received on guided tours of the Inn. There is a lack of 
published material relating specifically to the Inn as a tourist destination, but the Association has 
recently learned about a grant opportunity that could help them produce pamphlets to display at 
the state’s welcome centers or local tourist attractions. 
The Tennessee Department of Tourist Development produces a vast array of social media 
pages, websites, and published materials.  This study focuses on the Tennessee Vacation Guide 
and the “Sunny Side Trail Guide” because they most closely represent the physical location of 
the Deery Inn in the TDTD’s global marketing campaign. These publications drive traffic back to 
the Tennessee Vacation website, which has a location specifically dedicated to Northeast 
Tennessee (TDTD “East Tennessee”).  The Northeast Tennessee page is also referenced because 
it markets the area directly around the Blountville community. 
 The most interesting thematic discovery was the way that Mrs. Caldwell crossed over 
into nearly every category and subcategory, with a few exceptions in the realm of current 
political events. Mrs. Caldwell’s larger than life persona fascinated me throughout the research 
process, and I devoted quite a bit of research time to tracking down stories about her and her 
family, digging into her genealogy and taking a road trip to view some of her ancestral plantation 
homes in Southwest Virginia. As I was writing a first draft of this paper, I realized that I had 
more data than I could realistically use for this project.  Keeping in mind that what I don’t share 
is just as important as what I do share, I made the decision to structure this paper so that 
volunteers and community members would have a useful document that provides a collated and 
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updated collection of local and official historical narratives that apply to the guided tours of the 
Inn. For this reason, I left out many of the themes that I personally found most interesting, and 
will save them for writing in other formats.
 “Explicit culture consists of cultural categories that are coded in language,” and the 
categories of meaning that are included in this study represent a fraction of the possibilities for 
interpretation and analysis (McCurdy et al. 8).  These emergent themes express my sincerest 
effort to portray community culture in a way that is helpful and useful to the community, and that 
meets my needs for completing a cohesive and meaningful thesis. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE AND BACKGROUND 
Spacial and temporal indicators are fused into one carefully thought-out, concrete whole.  
 Time, as it were, thickens, takes on flesh, becomes artistically visible; likewise, space  
 becomes charged and responsive to the movements of time, plot, and history (Bakhtin  
 84).  
 This study centers on ideas of a community commons based in lived experiences and 
shared meaning-making, and how these ideas are established and reinforced through places like 
the Old Deery Inn.  Within these community commons, aspects of commonly held stereotypes 
and official narratives that reflect an outside value system are either accommodated or rejected in 
an attempt to appeal to tourists, revealing the complexity of community identity as it informs 
daily life. The experiences, rituals, and repeated activities that communities create to maintain 
connections within themselves to the locations they occupy reproduce a sense of belonging and 
shared narrative that is an important part of social memory and community identity.  This study 
reflects “the focusing of experiences and intentions on a particular setting,” and documents the 
many layers of representation and meaning that make the Old Deery Inn a “site of 
memory” (Relph 141 and Rigney 2). 
 The Old Deery Inn & Museum has been an integral part of the historical narrative of the 
community of Blountville since its establishment just prior to 1800. From “individual acts of 
remembering in a social context to group memory to national memory with its “invented 
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traditions,” and finally to the host of transnational lieu de memoire,” the story of the Inn 
connects it to important moments in history at local, state, and national levels, and provides an 
opportunity to study the interwoven strands of narratives that make up the history and 
interpretation of the Inn as it exists today (Erll 2). 
 “Canonical sites of memory” such as the Inn provide community members and tourists 
with physical artifacts that become the focus of “an ongoing process of remembering and 
forgetting” (Rigney 2).  The process of remembering and forgetting is expressed at the Old Deery 
Inn “as an active engagement with the past, as performative rather than reproductive,” and that 
has fashioned the Inn into a “memory site” that embodies local cultural memory (Rigney 2 and 
Erll 2).  Cultural memory is “the interplay of present and past in socio-cultural contexts,” and 
encompasses “social memory,” “material memory,” and “cognitive memory” (Erll 2-3).  “The 
dynamics of cultural memory can only be fully understood if we take into account, not just the 
social factors at work, but also the “medial frameworks” of remembering and the specifically 
medial processes through which memories come into the public arena and become 
collective” (Rigney 2). 
 Cultural memory is evident in personal experience narratives, in which community 
members “attest” to who they are and how they present themselves to the world.  Personal 
narrative study reveals community identity, and it also reveals the narrator’s sense of place 
(Miller 451).  The two ideas are conjoined through lived experience, and through the 
construction of meanings that are based on interactions with the particular “symbols and 
significances” of place (Relph 47, 58).  This deep, empathetic connection to place contrasts 
sharply with the superficial, mass-marketed “identities of place” that the tourism industry has 
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developed in order to market places of perceived otherness (Relph 58).  This superficial “identity 
of place” destroys the relationship between self and place by basing identity on “contrived 
stereotypes” rather than “agreed upon values” (Relph 58). In Appalachia, these stereotypes color 
the experiences of place for local residents and tourists alike. 
 
Community Commons 
Various theories argue that the power of traditionalism is rooted in the dominance of  
 certain social classes, the symbolic power of cultural ideals, or even the need in modern  
 life for the means to render contradictory experiences coherent. As such, traditionalism  
 presupposes authoritative ideals embodied in an earlier time — even when such ideals,  
 and even the image itself of an earlier time, are something of an innovation.  This is aptly  
 described as “the invention of tradition.”  Traditions can be invented by a “process of  
 formalization and ritualization, characterized by reference to the past, if only by imposing 
 repetition.”  Indeed, many so-called traditions of contemporary life are quite recent in  
 origin” (Bell 148). 
 Group performance of ritual produces a shared cultural history, connecting the production 
of historical narrative to the performance of collective social memory.  Such performances deal 
with questions of power and political hierarchy, and the control and ownership of historical 
knowledge (Connerton 1). By repeating stories about events that took place at the Old Deery Inn, 
Blountville residents actively participate in constructing meanings that build community 
cohesiveness through shared personal and historical narratives. The oral nature of the 
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interpretation at the Old Deery Inn allows community members to participate in the constant 
creation and recreation of identity, a ritual of self-expression, by performing the historical 
narrative on guided tours (Connerton 19-20). “The narrative of one life is part of an 
interconnecting set of narratives: it is embedded in the story of those groups from which 
individuals derive their identity,” and this repetitive performance of the historical narrative 
allows community members to continuously write and rewrite communal history (Connerton 17, 
21).  Collective consciousness and group memory are conveyed and sustained through the 
repetition of meaningful acts, and “the qualities of performance” that are present during the 
guided tours of the Inn “communicate on multiple sensory levels, usually involving highly visual 
imagery, dramatic sounds, and sometimes even tactile, olfactory, and gustatory stimulation” (Bell 
160).  
 Tours and special events at the Inn are hosted by costumed community members, and 
sometimes involve musicians, food and drink. Visitors are encouraged to participate in the 
sharing of memories and stories, and sometimes to touch artifacts and the material structures.  
This highly sensate experience is offered within a framework of performance, and the 
understanding that “intrinsic to performance is the communication [that performance is] 
something other than routine reality; it is a specific type of demonstration” (Bell 160). Tours and 
events are made up of “stylized behaviors” that appeal to tradition or formality, “social dramas 
by which the group enters into a dialogue with itself about itself” (Bell 127, 92). These 
uninscribed forms of performative social memories are a component of tradition and can include 
every day, unconscious practices or community events that reinforce social connections 
(Connerton 4).  This “process of formalization and ritualization” references the social and 
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material history of the community and has resulted in many recently invented  “traditions of 
contemporary life” (Bell 148).
Ritual activities are as “situational as they are substantive,” and they are an indication of 
conscious choices that define the community commons (Bell 91).  Recreating and redefining 
local representation through the “creation of rituals” allows community members to “control the 
means of their own self-production” and contribute to the community commons (Miller 446). At 
the Old Deery Inn, “what is selected to be done and how it is done in a particular situation” 
reflects the “intrinsic principles that govern ritual everywhere” (Bell 91).  The “myths, rituals, 
images, histories, and icons” that serve to reinforce social ties also function as a “community 
commons” and are an important part of the effort to define and document community identity 
(Miller 452). 
 Local histories within the community have been preserved in two memoirs that document 
local people and events, and remain the most commonly referenced books within community 
interpretation.  Both Oliver Taylor and Homer Smith lived in Blountville very near the Old 
Deery Inn. Historic Sullivan: A History of Sullivan County, Tennessee (1909) and Memoirs of 
Homer H. Smith (1948) provide a combination of first-hand knowledge and oral histories that 
illuminate important events, places, and people that are associated with the town of Blountville.  
These historical writings were supplemented by a community history project that was promoted 
by the East Tennessee Historical Society in 1986 in which community members collected oral 
histories from local residents.  This collection of local cultural memory was published as a book 
titled Entering a New Century: Sullivan County, Tennessee, 1895-1905. 
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 These personal and historical narratives have become a part of the “public arena,” along 
with numerous newspaper articles and several historical accounts that were written by 
community members in the second half of the twentieth century (Rigney 2).  These documents 
contribute to the canonical nature of the Old Deery Inn as “all representations of the past draw on 
available media technologies, on existent media products, on patterns of representation and 
medial aesthetics.  In this sense, no historical document…is thinkable without earlier acts of 
mediation” (Rigney 4). 
 Modern traditions such as the Fourth of July Celebration and Christmas Parade grew out 
of the community events that were started as a part of the Bicentennial Celebration of 1976.  
Commemorative rites include “activities that explicitly recall important historical events, 
whether or not the date is accurate,” and are expressed through a tradition of parades and 
community pride events that mark the approximate dates of the Civil War Era Battle of 
Blountville, the signing of the Declaration of Independence, and the Christmas season (Bell 104). 
These patriotic rituals express the traditionalism of the Blountville community, and functions to 
connect the town and the Inn to the larger regional and national collective cultural memory (Bell 
148).   
 These “calendrical rites” evoke “a rich set of associations between the seasons of nature 
and the rhythm of social life” (Bell 101).  The Inn is particularly associated with the “Burning of 
the Greens,” a ritualized celebration of Old Christmas that Mrs. Caldwell hosted at the Inn each 
January for decades (Moriarty).  The Burning of the Greens was an invitation-only event that 
represented an annual ritualized performance of a “closed system of social status and prestige” 
that was part of a public display of cultural memory (Bell 127).  Documented in a variety of local 
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newspapers and described extensively within the community commons, this particular “invented 
tradition” was an iconic expression of community identity that defined social class and 
constructed a popularly embraced cultural expression.  “Closed systems of social status and 
prestige that are put on public display in these particular…traditions do not simply illustrate the 
tension between elitism and populism but also literally perform them” (Bell 127). 
 Mrs. Caldwell “invented” and “appropriated” traditions from the “Cherokee Indian 
Reservation” as well as the Southern Highland Handicraft Guild (Bell 148 and Moriarty). 
Community organizers hosted Virginia Caldwell Day to commemorate Mrs. Caldwell’s efforts to 
preserve community history and folk traditions in November 1975 (“Proclamation”).  A 
celebrated weaver, Mrs. Caldwell learned as much as she could about early living techniques, 
absorbing traditional skills and knowledge, which she then put into practice at the Old Deery Inn 
(Lawson).  These “appropriated traditions” became a part of the historical narrative surrounding 
the Inn, and passed into the public arena through a “process of formalization and ritualization, 
characterized by reference to the past” (Bell 148). 
 Mrs. Caldwell is popularly perceived to be the savior of the Old Deery Inn itself, and the 
locus for the wider preservation movement within the Blountville community since the 1970s. 
Many of the “so-called traditions of contemporary life” originate with Mrs. Caldwell’s 
traditionalist approach to the history of the Inn. “Traditionalism presupposes authoritative ideals 
embodied in an earlier time — even when such ideals, and even the image itself of an earlier 
time, are something of an innovation” (Bell 148). A “key to historical knowledge,” tradition can 
be seen as a temporal representation of culture, a transmission of old insider knowledge that 
encompasses a collective interpretation of the past and that subsequently influences the present 
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(Glassie 176, 180, 184).  Such a definition acknowledges that tradition is a “process of cultural 
construction” that implies a connection to the past, and also to a certain “veneration” in the way 
that knowledge is transmitted (Becker 1). “Traditionalization” is the attempt to make a set of 
activities appear to be identical to or thoroughly consistent with older cultural precedents (Bell 
145). The performance of tradition through the use of costumes and the repetition of older social 
customs implies that many of the activities that are performed at the Inn are not explicitly called 
“rituals” if they appeal to the “characteristic ethos” of traditionalism (Bell 145). 
Region and Representation 
The Old Deery Inn is situated at the confluence of major migration routes that connected 
Sullivan County with important places in regional history during the earliest settlement days of 
the Southwest Territory. Sullivan County has been located within the cultural region of 
Appalachia by the Appalachian Regional Commission, situating the community commons within 
a larger network of social and political narratives that “use symbols and symbolic action to depict 
a group of people as a coherent and ordered community based on shared values and goals” (Bell 
129).  The various narratives that make up the community commons reflect the influence of an 
official narrative, which is the result of complicated cultural histories that incorporate a complex 
sociohistorical construction of the Appalachian region (Powell 5). Understanding region as “an 
ongoing rhetorical and poetic construction” rather than a static object defined by geographical 
borders, Douglas Reichert Powell argues that one must always be aware of the political 
implications of specific uses of region, since the mere invocation of its idea can influence 
attitudes, policy, and the discourse that surrounds it (6).  Governmental powers “demonstrate the 
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legitimacy of these values…by establishing their iconicity” through politicized rituals that focus 
on cultural distinctiveness  (Bell 129).  
 Capitalizing on distinctiveness is an economic strategy that has been aimed at 
communities in Appalachia since the 1800s, and the economic and social history of Blountville 
mirrors that of many small towns in the Appalachian region.  Social and economic restructuring 
during the decades following the Civil War, coupled with the expansion of railroads and the 
eventual introduction of interstate travel dramatically impacted many towns in the area, and 
altered business models as well as the landscape across the mountain south (Martin 25, 31, 108). 
 During Reconstruction, local residents experienced an economic downturn, with many 
local landowners experiencing an economic depression that made recovery from the destruction 
of the Civil War even more difficult to overcome (Smith 83-84, Groseclose 50). Though the Inn 
and the town’s importance continued to decline during the second half of the nineteenth century, 
Blountville’s important place in Sullivan County politics was still evident in 1888, when the first 
telephone line in the county was installed to link Bristol to Blountville by businessmen with ties 
to county government (Groseclose 44). In 1905, George L. Carter extended the Clinchfield 
Railroad from Johnson City to Kingsport, bypassing Blountville. Soon after, other railroad lines 
were built that linked the Tri-Cities further, and Bristol, Kingsport, and Johnson City became 
industrial boom towns that dwarfed the Blountville community (Groseclose 40). The decline of 
the Old Deery Inn during the latter part of the nineteenth century into the early twentieth century 
reflects larger economic patterns throughout the Southern Highlands, and, like many areas in the 
Appalachian region, the lack of industrial development in Blountville has led community leaders 
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to invest in tourism as a means to increase revenue and fund public services (Moriarty and 
Martin 28-29).   
 The Inn and the Blountville community have distinctive cultural identities that could aid 
in tourism development, but “purposeful manipulation” of community traditions in order to drive 
economic growth comes with a downside. Federal programming designed to encourage tourism 
in the region “limits the understanding of the region and its people” through the 
misrepresentation of Appalachia in order to “facilitate particular perceptions of and contrived 
interactions with Appalachian culture” (Kant-Byers 166). In Appalachia, distinctiveness often 
takes the form of nostalgia, a powerful and useful tool that is employed to promote tourism in the 
area through a widely accepted essentialization of Appalachian culture as being “deep America…
isolated and untouched by modernity” (Noyes 74).  Tourism agencies and communities alike 
emphasize a nostalgic connection to the past, along with an emotional connection to the built and 
natural environment, in order to set themselves apart as distinctive, consumable locations that 
will deliver positive and “authentic” personal experiences of Appalachian culture (Kant-Byers 
167). These moments of “staged authenticity” reproduce and reinforce cultural stereotypes, 
presenting tradition and culture in a format and setting that denies its connection to people and 
reduces it to a one-dimensional performance that lacks social and historical context. 
The Old Deery Inn occupies an important place in the settlement of the Southwest 
Territory because it was located along the Great Stage Road, and at the crossroads for major 
migration routes during early settlement days.  This important locale, as well as its aura of old 
money and cultural refinement put the town of Blountville at odds with popular stereotypes that 
portray Appalachians as isolated and backwards (Taylor 124).  In Two Worlds in the Tennessee 
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Mountains, David Hsiung provides a study of the historical geography of upper East Tennessee 
that illuminates the connectedness of the Appalachian region, from its earliest settlement days 
through the eve of the Civil War, exploring the idea of isolation and the origin of enculturated 
stereotypes that define Appalachia through a limited understanding of the lived experiences of 
the people who historically inhabited the region. Hsiung establishes that “the connections 
between upper East Tennessee and Virginia, therefore, were well established in the late colonial 
period and provided a popular route for settlement form the north,” an idea which leads him to 
denounce the myth of geographic isolation that has been persistently applied to the Appalachian 
region (Hsiung 56, 78).  
 Hsiung's view of Appalachian history asserts that many of the negative stereotypes 
associated with Appalachian isolationism were created within Appalachia, and were fueled by 
class differences that led progressive, outward-looking residents to denigrate their neighbors who 
chose to remain less connected to population centers (Hsiung 16).  These class-based politics, 
which resulted in stereotyping from the inside out, contrast with Henry Shapiro’s argument that 
popularly perceived negative stereotypes originated with the local color movement of the late 
1800s (Hsiung 128). In Appalachia On Our Mind, Shapiro examines the invention of the idea of 
Appalachia and the subsequent use of the region as a source for popular fiction. David Whisnant 
further explored the politicization of Appalachian culture through three case studies that trace the 
effects of cultural interventions in the early part of the twentieth century.  All That is Native and 
Fine: The Politics of Culture in an American Region contrasts the cultural myth of Appalachia 
with the complexities of regional history. 
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Cultural Heritage Tourism 
 Places […] only emerge as ‘tourist places’ when they are appropriated, used and made  
 part of the living memory and accumulated life narratives of people performing tourism,  
 and these performances include embodied and social practices and traces of anticipated  
 memories. Tourist places produce particular temporalities. They are inscribed in circles of 
 anticipation, performance and remembrance (Baerneholdt; Watson et al. 9). 
 “Heritage tourism is predominantly concerned with exploring both material (tangible) 
and immaterial (intangible) remnants of the past” through the creation and recreation of stories 
(Park 1-2).  In order to generate heritage tourism in the Blountville community, the Sullivan 
County Department of Tourism and Archives relies on interest in historical structures and events 
that emphasize local connections to a “frontier” culture and “pioneer” history (Hunt). In the 
tourism industry, “heritage is a complex and multifaceted concept [that] is deeply embedded in 
both past and present, tradition and modernity, and time and space” (Park 2). In an effort to 
attract visitors and participate in the tourism marketplace, community leaders in Blountville are 
currently pursuing a range of economic development programs that would capitalize on a unique 
location and history, including a Civil War Military Park, a Wild West Festival, and several 
community pride events (Hunt).  
Historical and cultural interpretations of Blountville are promoted by state agencies such 
as the Sullivan County Department of Tourism and Archives and the Tennessee Department of 
Tourist Development.  These state-sponsored agencies rely heavily on an official narrative of the 
Appalachian region, in particular a connection to pioneer culture, which has been a popular 
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source of material for local color writers, travelogues, and culture workers since the 1800s (Kant-
Beyers 161). In this research, the term “official narrative” refers to an entrenched view of history 
and culture that is reflected in government policies and corporate interests and that favors a top-
down approach, often denying local interpretations and historical narratives.  Tourism has played 
an important role in the construction of the official narrative, which casts Appalachia as a 
distinctive cultural region. Marketing strategies have historically capitalized on and promoted a 
mythical, nostalgic view of a version of “authentic Appalachian culture,” advertising a “pioneer” 
experience and pledging to make a “hero” out of everyone who visits (Martin 167, 178 and 
TDTD “East Tennessee”). 
 Cultural heritage tourism and interpretation in Appalachia developed alongside 
industrialization, becoming a multi-billion dollar industry and helping to shape popular 
perceptions of cultural and regional identity (Martin 17 and Timothy 15, 103). Beginning with 
travel writings and local color literature, many of the writers and scholars who were influential in 
popularizing an iconic and long-lasting impression of inhabitants of the Mountain South were 
tourists. Since the 1800s, images of life in Appalachia have communicated the idea of cultural 
difference to wider America (Kant-Byers 161).  This exoticized portrayal of Southern Mountain 
culture became an important marketing tool within the tourism industry, creating a standardized 
set of expectations for what the tourist experience should consist of, and leading developers to 
create those experiences, which are then marketed as “authentic” (Martin xv).  
According to Henry Glassie, authentication is arrived at through a connection to tradition 
(182).  Within the tourism industry, authenticity is a sought-after commodity that validates and 
enhances cultural experiences, and adds to the distinctiveness of tourist locations (MacCannell 
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96).  In the context of this research, authenticity is recognized as an unattainable ideal that is 
used for marketing purposes, and has no bearing on the validity of personal narratives or 
interpretations within the town of Blountville. 
 The development of “authentic” tourist attractions that are based on an outside, or 
colonialist, view of culture is explored in depth in Anita M. Waters's case study Planning the 
Past: Heritage Tourism and Post-Colonial Politics at Port Royal (2006).  Instances of 
presentism, when public officials accept present-day attitudes at face value and without 
acknowledging underlying power structures, create tension between local community members 
and government representatives (Waters 15). The development of tourism attractions allows 
locals to reformulate history, and Waters traces the community’s effort to reconstruct its history 
in a way that reflects the lived experiences of the local population (Waters 16).  This effort to 
reframe events in a more inclusive historical narrative would help locals “undo the damage of the 
ages and set our present attitudes in a framework of historical truth” (Waters 16).  In Appalachia, 
outside perceptions that rely on enculturated stereotypes have often been embraced by 
inhabitants of the region in order to capitalize on an interest in local culture.  Throughout 
Appalachia, local entrepreneurs have participated in the growth of the largely unregulated 
tourism industry, and were instrumental in its development in the region (Martin xv).  
  Kristin Kant-Byers catalogued “the art of the environment” through an analysis of 
“relationships between buildings, spaces, objects, and activities,” revealing the deep 
enculturation of stereotyped representations of Appalachia (Relph 53).  The Tennessee 
Department of Tourist Development markets the region through the use of the same iconic 
imagery of the folk and their traditions, and the “material landscape and the built 
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environment” (Kant-Byers 159, 181).  Appealing to an emotional experience of place and images 
that Americans find personally meaningful, the imagery reinforces the role of Appalachia as a 
“culturally marked region” that holds pioneer history (Kant-Byers 163 and Noyes 74). Tourists 
and locals alike have expectations for the type of experiences they will encounter in a place that 
markets itself as a cultural heritage site in Appalachia.
  As Americans have become more globally aware and focused on otherness from outside 
our national borders, the meaning of Appalachia has been interpreted to reflect a nostalgia for 
simpler times, and is being marketed as a brand of “real” American culture as it existed within 
the glorified and mythologized past.  Appalachians have been cast as “America’s Folk” and 
popular culture has embraced the figure of the Southern Appalachian mountaineer as a 
representative of America’s pioneer history, a “folk survival” that embodies the roots of white 
American culture (Becker 7). This interpretation of Appalachia reflects a desire to connect with 
authenticity, and to experience a distinctive culture that resonates as a personal touchstone to a 
romanticized view of a collective, rural American identity. 
 As a result of this widespread brand of Appalachian identity, tourists travel to the region 
with expectations for what they will experience when they arrive. Catering to these expectations 
in order to attract visitors results in what Dean MacCannell calls “staged authenticity,” wherein a 
scene is set for visitors, but is represented as being “real life” (91).  Conversely, a grass-roots, 
community-driven interpretation of events that focuses on the preservation of “intangible notions 
of heritage” through community participation acknowledges the nuances and subjectivity of 
identity and cultural expression (Hawke 235). This community-centered approach provides 
opportunities for local residents to participate in the official narrative, leaving space for “the 
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folk” to claim ownership over representation and place-making dialogue, “a model which builds 
community rather than exploits and destroys it” (Hoey 81). Such a model of participatory 
development would allow local citizens and members of the Sullivan County Historic 
Preservation Association to take part in the development of cultural heritage tourism attractions, 
creating opportunities for a bottom-up approach that “encourages self-confidence, self-reliance, 
and self-development” (Hoey 82).  This bottom-up approach would promote a more sustainable 
form of “cultural conservation,” as well as provide residents with space to contribute their own 
narratives, creating a cooperative atmosphere that encourages co-construction of community 
history and culture (Hufford 3).  
 Marketing practices that brand Appalachian culture and commodify traditional practices 
occur when “folk” and “traditional” expressions are removed from their environment in order to 
become cultural assets that can be sold (Becker 1).  A cultural asset is the description of folk or 
tradition that favors the “market perspective.”  It is a “culturally debasing” description of 
traditional or cultural expressions that denies humanity and lived experience, framing culture in 
terms of its economic potential (“Interrupting the Monologue” 66). “When revenue generation 
becomes a primary objective,” the social effects on local communities can be detrimental if 
development “blurs the lines between modern commercial interests and the collective 
past” (Silberman et al. 220). However, as Brendan Martin points out, if tourism is part of a 
“diversified local economy, it can have very beneficial effects on the community” (196).  Though 
it often results in commodification, cultural heritage tourism also draws attention to stories and 
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artifacts that may have otherwise been lost to the passage of time, and can be a positive force in 
local economic and social programs: 
 In a diversified economy, tourism can actually boost overall wages and income by  
 absorbing much of the community’s surplus labor. Moreover, tourism can have a major  
 ripple effect on the local economy. Tourism can also provide the economic and political  
 rationale to limit development and curb pollution. Furthermore, communities get to reap  
 the benefits of recreational and entertainment amenities such as parks, theaters, and  
 museums that, in many cases, would not exist were it not for the tourism market (Martin  
 196). 
 Much of the literature dealing with cultural heritage tourism and the sociohistorical 
construction of Appalachia has an activist slant that focuses on the negative outcomes of 
stereotyping, in the form of inaccurate representations that ignore the diverse population and 
treat “Appalachian Culture” as a homogenous entity.  Sociologists have studied the effects of 
stereotyping within communities, exploring the ways that commonly held stereotypes may be 
accepted or rejected in order to establish a “purposeful narrative of place” that incorporates a 
recognizable Appalachian identity (Hoey 64). Communities that are actively engaged in 
constructing a rebranded image that resonates with both visitors and community members may 
choose to acknowledge the enculturation of an “essentialized conceptualization of 
culture” (Kant-Byers 157).  
 Branding and commodification of traditional arts and frontier culture requires the 
construction of a generalized past that is stripped of conflict and tension.  Such a sanitized and 
homogenous representation of culture idealizes a preindustrialized lifestyle, focusing on “certain 
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desirable customs” that emphasize the Appalachian region’s ties to pioneer culture and history 
(Becker 42).  The Old Deery Inn is tied firmly to this sociohistorical construction of pioneer 
history through its association with the Great Stage Road and the many influential guests and 
politicians who stayed at the Inn during the 18th and 19th centuries (Lawson).  Common literary 
references to this idea include “Yesterday’s People,” descriptions of Appalachians as “quaint,” or 
references to a “bygone age” (Becker 21-22, 24). Folk survivals are used to create distinctiveness 
in the tourism marketplace, and can often be seen in the production of stereotypes that persist in 
American consciousness because “people find them personally meaningful” (Kant-Beyers 163). 
 The “rural-historic” story found on the backroads and in the small towns of Appalachia 
reproduces a recognized “past-in-the-present” that is a “powerful cultural construct and now a 
valuable resource for heritage tourism” (Watson 105). “As a tourist resource, the rural-historic 
can be neatly contrived in marketing narratives and sold to audiences form overseas and natives 
alike,” and represents an “idealized, bucolic past” that is “entertaining, comforting, and 
ultimately nostalgic” (Watson 104). In this idealized “rural-historic” setting, urban centers of 
progress are repudiated in favor of a “comforting illusion of continuity and stability” that recalls 
a particular form of tradition, a “way-of-life” that is disconnected from lived experiences, and 
that has been recreated as a “valuable resource” in the tourism market (Watson 104-5).     
 In contrast to these disconnected and marketed experiences, cultural experiences that are 
provided by informed members of the community reflect an articulation of identity that is 
subjective and that is constantly being made and remade through interactions that reflect the 
social and political realities of lived experiences (Hawke 235).  Ecomuseology is an approach 
that recognizes the local voice, encouraging the marriage of the scientific and educated voice 
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with the personal and experienced voice, to “co-create” tradition as a process that is continually 
evolving, and that “encourages democracy and joint ownership” (Hawke 243).  An 
ecomuseological view of local history recognizes that the past is tied to the present, and is a 
“palimpsest for [a community’s] ancestry and biography” (Hawke 243).  History is interpreted 
through modern and social lenses provided by the present context of American culture. The 
cyclical nature of history calls for recognition that the past is seen through a lens that is provided 
by the present.  Thus, the changing moods and trends of mainstream America are reflected in 
Appalachian communities’ willingness to accept or deny stereotypes based on a pragmatic view 
of what is useful in the current sociopolitical atmosphere.  In the current climate, the community 
of Blountville can amass social capital through a focus on pioneer and frontier culture, Civil War 
history, and mountain crafts and traditional skills.  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CHAPTER 3  
“SHE DIDN’T SPEAK, SO MUCH AS ORATE” 
 Soon after its organization Blountville became the center of an enlightened citizenship.  
 The Rheas, Andersons, Fains…are some of the settlers who came here with liberal  
 educations, and this, with the wealth many acquired here, enabled them to dispense a  
 hospitality that was rare in its refinement and culture (Taylor 140). 
 The Old Deery Inn in Blountville, Tennessee, is symbolic of the lived experiences of the 
people who established the town of Blountville and the State of Tennessee and who embodied 
the “American Spirit.” The Inn has been a part of the historical narrative in this region for more 
than two centuries, first as the scene of important moments in history, and then as a place for 
guests to enjoy local culture and hospitality. The Inn represents the golden age of Old Blountville 
that considered itself more “genteel,” a time when people were a bit more formal with one 
another, and made a habit of slowing down to “visit.” The Inn today calls forth feelings of 
nostalgia for the “olden days” and a quieter, “simpler” time that can never come again. 
 Telling and receiving stories that ground our own lived experiences in the histories and 
lived experiences of those that came before us reproduces a sense of belonging and community 
identity (Relph 53).  Tour guides lead guests around the Old Deery Inn and share stories from the 
oral tradition of the community of Blountville.  This performative ritual has been repeated since 
at least 1953, first by Virginia Byars Caldwell and, more recently, the volunteers from the 
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Sullivan County Historic Preservation Association. During the tour, stories center around the 
Deery Inn, its artifacts, and its previous inhabitants; in the process, guests and community 
members are actively building and reinforcing a shared group memory that shapes the cultural 
history of Blountville (Connerton 4). Though the social and political history of the region and 
people is broad and complex, containing a multitude of personal stories and community 
knowledge, this project comes with a need to tell one specific part of the larger story.  
 As I learned the stories from the docents, I cross-referenced them with first-person 
accounts of life in Blountville and the surrounding region, using the published texts Historic 
Sullivan: A History of Sullivan County, Tennessee, with Brief Biographies of the Makers of 
History (1909) and the Memoirs of Homer H. Smith (1948).   Other works that were cross-
referenced include unpublished scripts, writings, and drawings about the history of the Inn. A 
booklet of twelve hand-drawn Christmas cards uses sketches and short anecdotes to tell stories 
related to places and artifacts in the “Old Tavern,” leaving a detailed account of parts of the Old 
Deery Inn and the artifacts that filled it when it was the Caldwell family’s private residence, from 
1940 until 1999. Mrs. Caldwell periodically opened her home for tours, and her script for the 
“Historical Pilgrimage” tour of the Inn in 1953 preserves many details and stories about the Inn 
and Mrs. Caldwell’s personal history.  It also provides insight into how the Caldwells remodeled 
the Inn in 1940, documenting the changes they made to the structure.   
 The American Revolution Bicentennial Celebrations of 1976 brought local history to the 
forefront of the community commons and resulted in large amounts of handwritten documents 
detailing celebrations and policies relating to the many programs and interpretive events that the 
Bicentennial Committee planned.  Muriel C. Spoden was the chair of the Bicentennial 
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Committee and wrote a speech about Mrs. Caldwell and her preservation efforts at the Deery Inn, 
as well as a book titled Historic Sites of Sullivan County (1976). Additionally, I referenced an 
article that appeared in the Tennessee Historical Quarterly titled “The Irish Peddler-Boy and Old 
Deery Inn” (Summer 1977).  There were also many newspaper articles from this time that 
community members had saved, and during interviews narrators often showed the photos and 
referenced stories recorded in local newspapers. 
 The texts that were written in the 1970s share a similar language, syntax, and vocabulary, 
and occasionally, whole segments and phrases of the “Historical Pilgrimage” script appeared in 
these texts.  The origins and uses of the language are too complex to unpack in their entirety in 
this chapter, but I believe that Mrs. Caldwell’s voice is present in every modern telling and 
retelling of the story of the Old Deery Inn, and a proper account of the story in this paper should 
acknowledge the influence that Mrs. Caldwell has had on interpretations of local history.  This 
chapter melds documented versions of the early history of the Inn with community members’ 
narratives and Mrs. Caldwell’s interpretation, incorporating her enhancements of the Inn, and 
possibly of the stories. Such an overlay of narratives makes citation of this chapter difficult, so I 
have chosen to cite direct quotes taken from written sources, but relate community members’ 
narratives as though they belong to the narrator.  Individual words or short phrases in quotation 
marks indicate repeated use among narrators, or the desire to differentiate a particular style of 
language and attribute it to the narrators as a whole.   
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Old Blountville 
 “Old Tavern is a spot that is remindful of the grace and elegance of the past; of   
 candlelight and shadows cast by blazing logs burning in open fireplaces.  It is remindful  
 of the coon-skin cap and the hunting-shirt, of linsey-woolsey and a fiddler’s tune.  Of  
 Indians and high, covered North Carolina Wagons, of weary travelers finding comfort  
 after jolting over clay roads, of refreshing food and drink; and the lilt of the darkey’s  
 plaintive song.  Of murder and intrigue; of love letters [sent] and received from the  
 old post office.  Here will be found the fragrance of old English boxwood and althea  
 bushes, and crab-apple and mock-orange blossoms.  It is the gate-way through which  
 flows an unending stream of life; the entrance to warmth and gracious hospitality, to  
 Christian fellow-ship, and to many sweet memories and dear traditions - the preservation  
 of Tennessee Antiquities” (“Historical Pilgrimage” 5). 
       
 The town of Blountville was established in a region between the South and Middle forks 
of the Holston River called the North Holston Settlement (Goodpasture 229).  Maps from the 
settlement period prior to and just beyond the year 1800 show the North Holston Settlement 
falling within the boundaries of Virginia, and people moving south down the Great Wagon Road 
may have believed that the South Fork of the Holston River was the southernmost boundary of 
Virginia (Goodpasture 229). This was an important distinction because, at the time, the land to 
the south of Virginia was owned by the Cherokee, and settlement in the area was outlawed. Both 
geographically and culturally, the North Holston Settlement appeared to center around Abingdon, 
Virginia, and included the small crescent of land between the South and Middle forks of the 
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Holston River, in what is now Sullivan County, Tennessee.  State boundary lines that cut through 
the North Holston Settlement were drawn according to mechanical measurements of latitude, and 
do not take into account the organic spread and flow of humanity as European settlements 
pushed deeper into Cherokee lands.  Although Blountville was across the official state line, it has 
historically remained culturally connected to the Shenandoah Valley settlements of Virginia. 
 Blountville’s “first families” overwhelmingly trace their emigrant ancestors to 
Londonderry, Ireland, though community members are quick to point out that German, Dutch, 
and English immigrants were also present in the region.  Many of the early settlers landed in 
Pennsylvania or Baltimore and “leapfrogged over one another” through Virginia, leaving 
settlements and family members down the length of the Great Wagon Road on their way to East 
Tennessee. The “leapfogging” continued in the next generation, widening the cultural and 
kinship connections of the North Holston Settlement area to points further south and west. 
 When the Inn was first constructed, Blountville was a crossroads town, and the clay dirt 
tracks leading out of town connected this important seat of local government to the Boatyard in 
Bristol, the Exchange Place and the Netherland Inn in Kingsport, to the Chester Inn in 
Jonesborough, and to the communities of Elizabethton, Fall Branch and Greeneville.  The Old 
Deery Inn began as a trading outpost, established in the decades just after the Revolutionary War, 
and Blountville was laid out as a town and designated as the county seat in 1795 (Taylor 92).  As 
the flow of settlers into the Southwest Territory increased, the “Old Tavern” in Blountville 
became an important and well-known stagecoach stop that hosted people from all walks of life, 
including presidents and foreign dignitaries. The region surrounding Blountville was home to 
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powerful land owners who controlled hundreds of acres, many of which were given as land 
grants for service in the Revolutionary War or the War of 1812.   
 The period of Westward Expansion in the first half of the nineteenth century marked the 
high point of culture and prosperity in the town of Blountville.  Many leading men of the “first 
families” were educated at Princeton, and were responsible for establishing the first schools and 
universities in the region. Popular opinion of the plantation owners in Southwest Virginia and 
East Tennessee assumes that they were part of the “true” American aristocracy that originated in 
the Tidewater region of Virginia. Although family histories indicate that these families arrived in 
America via the Ulster Plantation many of them took pains to present themselves as “English 
aristocrats” (Featherstonhaugh 39).  The economy in the region was tied firmly to slave labor, 
and the “culture and mannerisms” of Sullivan County blended with those of the Old Dominion 
just north of the Tennessee state line (Featherstonhaugh 35).  
 [Sullivan County] has always been known, as long as I can remember, as the Little  
 Confederacy because we were surrounded by Yankee sympathizing counties.  Like  
 Washington County, over in Tennessee. Washington County, Virginia. Scott County;  
 Carter County.  All the East Tennessee counties other than Sullivan County was probably  
 more Union sympathizers….  The people that lived in this house, this old house has been  
 here since 1792. The family that belonged to, or the family that owned this property prior  
 to the Robesons were slave holders. So they apparently had enough to do to own at least a 
 few slaves. But then, you get over around Bluff City, you have some pretty large farms  
 over there.  And so, you’ve got a small farm, or a…just an ordinary residence wouldn't  
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 have had slaves, but you take people that had enough property that needed help, well they 
 probably owned slaves at that time (Marion). 
 Community member Tony Marion has a map drawn in 1822, which lists the population of  
Sullivan County as “6,083 whites, 96 free blacks, and 836 slaves.” Mr. Marion described his 
personal knowledge of the political history of Sullivan County in terms of his family’s history 
and relationships to the landscape, a common theme among oral history narrators  (Marion). The 
landscape in this part of Sullivan County has historically encouraged connections to Virginia and 
owners of the Old Deery Inn maintained kinship and social connections that referenced an 
“overflow of style from upper class and upper middle class British” society (Acuff). 
Blountville’s “first families” maintained a cultural connection to the “real aristocracy” 
throughout the settlement period. The “style and mentality” of the Old Virginians was renewed 
and reinvigorated when Virginia Byars Caldwell and her family moved into the Inn in 1940.   
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Figure 1. Virginia Caldwell, Bristol Herald Courier, 28 February 1982. p. C2
Mrs. Caldwell  
 Even at 80, the tall, gracious, woman can’t hide her spirit of adventure which comes  
 through vividly in the tales she tells of past experiences in pursuing her pioneering  
 interests — such as how she came by the fleece of wool she is carding, spinning, and  
 weaving into a dress for herself (Skeirik C2). 
 Born in Bristol, Tennessee, in 1901, Virginia Douglass Byars was the product of 
generations of landowners in Southwest Virginia. “Miss Virginia” and her family were prominent 
and wealthy members of the social elite of Washington County, Virginia.  Mrs. Caldwell’s 
ancestors owned the vast majority of the land to the north and south of Abingdon, occupying 
plantations called Brook Hall, Walnut Grove, and Locust Grove. She grew up visiting her 
grandparents in their plantation homes, was a celebrated debutante, and attended finishing school 
in Washington, DC. In an age when lawyers were the law of the land, Mrs. Caldwell’s family 
was full of prominent lawyers who became Senators (Featherstonhaugh 35). Her father, Joseph 
Cloyd Byars, was a Senator and an aid to President Coolidge, which provided an opportunity for 
“Miss Virginia” to dance with 1st Earl Mountbatten at a White House Navel Ball in the 1920s 
(Yancey).  
 Mrs. Caldwell and her family moved into the Old Deery Inn  in 1940, which remained 
her private residence until her death in 1999.  She was known to be a “most elegant person” who 
was very generous with the Inn, welcoming guests inside to view the historic artifacts within her 
home and to share the stories that went with them. Mrs. Caldwell had a talent for drawing people 
in and teaching them to appreciate old things. She counted among her ancestors many of the 
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“first families” of Southwest Virginia, and she was well known within the region, acting as the 
“Grande Dame” of Blountville society. Mrs. Caldwell told the story of the Inn to school groups, 
historical society tours, private citizens, and newspaper reporters so often that her version of 
events became the accepted history, blending the official narrative seamlessly with the oral 
tradition.  Mrs. Caldwell was particularly interested in the Westward Expansion period of history, 
and declared “I am an early American woman.  And I would have made a grand pioneer” (Long).  
She put those words into practice by creating space in her home and in her collection of log 
cabins to make the first living history museum in the region. 
 Mrs. Caldwell’s charm and grace were well known, and friends say that when she gave 
tours, “she didn't speak, so much as orate” (Yancey). She ran the Deery Inn in the style of a 
grand old plantation home that recalled her girlhood, and she lived among the beautiful things 
left to her by her mother and her grandmother. She was a genteel Southern lady who was 
renowned for her knowledge of early living, her love of antiques, and her ability to “get things 
done.” Her interest in the history and traditions of her family and community led her to be the 
interpreter of culture and history at the Old Deery Inn, and surviving documents from her time 
there continue to influence the story of the Old Deery Inn and Museum today. 
Touring the Deery Inn  
 The Old Deery Inn sits on a portion of the Great Stage Road called Highway 126, but that 
has also been known as Main Street, Route 11 West, Old Route 4 South, and the Wilderness 
Road.  The two-lane county road in front of the Deery Inn was paved around the turn of the 
nineteenth century, and over the last 100 years it has been layered in enough asphalt to make the 
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surface rise two feet above the threshold of the Inn.  The shoulders on both sides of the road are 
wide enough to parallel park on, and it is easy to imagine that, when the road was level with the 
Inn, there was plenty of space to tie a horse out front in order to visit the tavern or general store. 
Historic photos of “Old Blountville” show Main Street as a wide boulevard, lined with large 
trees and with horse drawn wagons or Model T cars parked along the street just in front of the 
Inn’s porch.  
 Though it no longer has a porch, the Deery Inn looks much the same now as it did in 
historic photos.  The long, clapboard building is weathered and in need of a coat of paint.  The 
three doors across the front are an eye-catching bright red, and the shutters are a dark, faded blue.  
The hood moldings over the three doors are ornately carved, with iron sculptures of an oak tree 
and an eagle mounted on the tavern lobby and store house pediments, respectively. The 
pragmatic, yet pleasingly proportioned Federal style facade of the three distinct structures that 
make up the Deery Inn follow the changing traditional ethos of local vernacular architecture 
during the settlement of the Southwest Territory.  The original structure was built in the 1780s as 
a rudimentary log cabin, followed in 1810 by a framed store building that was most likely built 
by slave labor.  In 1820, a stone house was built onto the rear, and is by far the most substantial 
portion of the structure.  Built in 1820 of cut stone, the “incredibly precise stonework” is fit 
together like a puzzle, leaving a smooth outer wall.  Such precise stonework is “said to be the 
mark of highly skilled Irish stone-cutters,” who may have been imported as indentured servants 
by Mr. Deery (Clayton 152). Each addition reflected a change in material circumstance for 
William Deery, as well as the growing wealth and refinement of the town of Blountville.    
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  The first two structures, the original log house and the framed store building, are joined 
under one long gable roof that runs parallel to Main Street and was originally topped with 
distinctive snow eagles. Mr. Deery eventually built a long porch on the front of the Inn that 
reached end-to-end and covered the three doorways. The mansion, store building, and stone 
house are divided into 18 rooms, two cellars, and two attics, equaling a total of 8,000 square feet.  
The tour begins in the Hall of the mansion, and criss-crosses back and forth between the three 
interior structures, ending on the grounds out back. 
First Floor 
 Guests enter through the grand doorway that opens into the “mansion,” which is the 
oldest part of the Deery Inn. The large entranceway is made even more impressive by the side 
lights and transom light and the hood molding that is far larger and more elaborate than what 
surrounds the other two doors.  The front entrance opens into the Hall, where the grand staircase 
leads to the second floor.  When the building was originally constructed, the grand staircase 
would have been a primitive ladder leading into a loft area, but as Mr. Deery expanded his 
holdings and amassed greater wealth, he turned the old log cabin into his “mansion and store 
building, with accommodations for travelers,” covering the logs in paneling and elaborately 
carved trim, upgrades which expressed his “frank enjoyment of money” (Clayton 153).  
 The floors throughout the Inn are wide oak plank, and the light fixtures are all period 
pieces that Mrs. Caldwell collected, many of them Victorian-Era oil lamps that were wired for 
electricity. The door facings, wainscoting, and fireplace mantel are of “outstanding 
craftsmanship” (“Historical Pilgrimage” 1). The fire-back, or old stove plate, was dug out of the 
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Gathering Room fireplace during the 1940 renovations, and is dated 1764.  The stove plate’s 
tulip design and the name F. Seanderson “denotes a Dutch influence, and was made in 
Pennsylvania Ironworks, no doubt” (“Historical Pilgrimage” 1). 
 In Mrs. Caldwell’s day, guests would have encountered her “Confederate Corner” display 
in the Hall of the mansion. She proudly described her connection to her Confederate ancestors 
with a display that showed a letter written by Jefferson Davis during his time as President of the 
Confederacy and addressed to his kinsman, Senator Watson of Mississippi.  In this letter, 
President Jefferson established the “Thanksgiving Day of the Confederacy,” “a day of fasting, 
humiliation and prayer, with thanksgiving.”  Mrs. Caldwell gained possession of that letter 
because her Grandmother, Virginia Watson Byars, worked in the Confederate Treasury in 
Richmond and signed many of the “bills of money” printed there.  Mrs. Caldwell kept a framed 
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Figure 2.  First Floor
Old Deery Inn, Historic American Buildings Survey, Library of Congress, 1955.
example hanging with President Davis’s letter (“Historical Pilgrimage” 1). Mrs. Caldwell also 
pointed out on her tour that careful inspection of the glass over the front door may reveal bullet 
holes from the Battle of Blountsville, which occurred “during the War Between the 
States” (“Historical Pilgrimage” 1). 
 One of the Inn’s “quaint customs” was for guests to autograph the walls during their stay.  
Mrs. Caldwell continued this custom by having visiting dignitaries sign the backs of the doors in 
the Hall, most notably President Jimmy Carter in 1980. His signature, alongside a photograph of 
the President standing beside Mrs. Caldwell, can be seen on the front door.  Other doors in the 
Hall were signed by Governor Prentice Cooper (1939-1945), Governor Jim Nance McCord 
(1945-1949), Governor Browning (1937-1939), Governor Earl Buford Ellington (1959-1963), 
and Governor Winfield Dunn and his wife Betty Dunn (1971-1975). Lieutenant Governor Ron 
Ramsey and County Mayor Steve M. Godsey continued the tradition for the Sullivan County 
Historic Preservation Association, signing doors in the stone house Dining Room in 2007. 
To the right of the main entrance is the Gathering Room, “so called because people 
gathered in it” (“Historical Pilgrimage” 1).  This room was the original store, and the corner 
window facing Main Street was a door when Mr. Deery first opened for business. On entering 
the room, the eye is drawn to the massive and beautifully carved fireplace surround which takes 
up most of the wall opposite the door. It is “noteworthy” for its sheer size, as well as its sunburst 
design and rope trim - decorative motifs which are repeated on all the mantelpieces in the 
mansion.  A crystal chandelier lights the yellow walls, and in the evenings when the lamps are lit, 
the room has a mellow, reserved atmosphere.  Most of the furnishings in this room date to Mrs. 
Caldwell’s time and are “family pieces,” including two matching striped silk sofas that are 
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stamped with the Byars name under the seats.  A grandfather clock made by Ed Bush replaces the 
one that Mrs. Caldwell kept there and which was filled with Confederate money in her 
childhood.  A portrait of Mrs. Caldwell’s Grandmother, Virginia Watson Byars, still hangs above 
the piano today.  This is a portrait of the same great lady who was featured in the Confederate 
corner of the Hall for her work in the Treasury Department in Richmond during the Civil War. 
After the War, she and her husband, Captain James Byars, remodeled the old Fort Kilmackronen 
on part of the Brook Hall plantation near Glade Spring, Virginia, and renamed it “Southern 
View.” 
 In Mr. Deery’s time, “you couldn't get into the mansion house from the store,” so patrons 
entered through the center door along the front of the building (“Historical Pilgrimage” 1).  
Today, guests can step from the Hall into what is now called the Map Room because, during the 
renovations of 1940, the Caldwells sawed through poplar logs and limestone chinking to create 
the doorway that joins the mansion house to the store.  The white poplar siding on the exterior of 
the Inn was likely added when the store building and tavern were completed in order to connect 
the two buildings visually.  
 One of the most interesting rooms in the Inn is the Map Room.  Located in the heart of 
the building, it is the room where Mrs. Caldwell would have presided as a gracious hostess, 
serving her guests from a silver coffeepot, or laying out an elaborate spread of fancy party food.    
When the Caldwells bought the Inn in 1940, the Map Room was much more “store-like” and 
primitive, arranged with some of the original shelving and counters, against the exposed frame 
walls, the logs of the mansion, and the huge exterior chimney (Moriarty). She had a large family 
and an even larger circle of friends and needed an appropriate place to host her gatherings, and 
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that would properly reflect the aristocratic sheen of the heirloom pieces she used to furnish her 
home. Being a collector “like her mother,” Mrs. Caldwell had “acquired” paneling, woodwork, 
and a mantelpiece from the James Thompson Town Home in Chilhowie, Virginia (Moriarty).  
She describes the Town Home as the “ancestral home of the Beaties,” to whom she was related 
through her Grandfather Byars (“Historical Pilgrimage” 1). During the 1940 renovations, the 
antique and intricately carved paneling was installed in the formerly primitive store room, 
creating an elegant and historically appropriate backdrop for gatherings. 
 The kinship tie she describes illustrates the importance of family history to Mrs. Caldwell 
as well as the web of connection between Inns and settlements along the Wilderness Road. The 
Beatie family operated the Town Home from around 1770 until 1830, and much of the Town 
Home’s history mirrored that of the Deery Inn and its founder, though the Town Home was 
abandoned in the 1920s and was a ruins by midcentury (Kern section 7 page 1).  The paneling is 
painted in two shades of “Blountville Blue” to highlight the details in the hand-carved woodwork 
and trim.   
 Many community members have kept photos and newspaper clippings that show Mrs. 
Caldwell entertaining in the Map Room.  She would often invite community members inside and 
serve them angel food cake and coffee.  One such photo shows the Blountville Jaycees, whom 
she invited in after they finished decorating the Christmas tree on the courthouse lawn.  She also 
hosted elaborate meals the two days after Thanksgiving for the “Loving Hearts Club” on Friday, 
and the “Indian Love Feast” on Saturday. She often hosted luncheons and teas for ladies’ groups 
and society functions, always using her pewter punch bowl and glass punch cups. Mrs. Caldwell 
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had a large, “very fine” collection of American pewter.  Most of it was collected by her mother, 
and then passed on to her, so she had memories of using the pewter in her girlhood home.  
 In photos from Mrs. Caldwell’s time, the room was filled with heirlooms from the Byars 
family, and several of these pieces remain in the Inn. Mrs. Caldwell's long formal dining table 
and two sideboards have been relocated into the stone house addition to reflect the building’s use 
during the Deery family’s time. The dining table is a Byar’s family heirloom, and Mrs. 
Caldwell’s mother told her that five generations of her family had had their wedding breakfasts 
on that very table.  She was also quite proud of her signed Rose cabinet, circa 1790, which was 
made by an apprentice of Heppelwhite, the great cabinet maker. Mrs. Caldwell believed this 
must be true because of the cathedral doors and butterfly shelves, the apron around the top, and 
the decorative broken pediment that was inlaid with holly, which were characteristic of 
Heppelwhite’s pieces. 
 In the early days, many of the patrons at Deery’s store were “Indians” from local 
indigenous tribes who traded with white settlers. Early settlements in this area are called “forts” 
because there was a need for protection from the Native population, which ferociously fought 
European encroachment onto their land.  The architecture of the Inn reflects the tension of this 
period of conflict with specialized shutters and fortifications built into the Inn to protect it from 
“Indian attack.”  “One look at this contrivance even today is enough to give the observer a shiver 
and a sigh for his own safety” (Clayton 152). Other architectural artifacts remain that tie the Inn 
to its history as a tavern and public house. The back wall of the room has a small closet under the 
stairs that “still smells like sour ale” from the old tavern days. A long, brass stage coach horn 
hangs over the fireplace, and a quilt square sits framed upon the mantle. 
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 Local residents, including Native Americans, helped Deery keep his store stocked by 
trading and bartering goods such as “hides, honey, fruits, herbs, feathers, eggs, [and] 
wool” (Clayton 153).  Mr. Deery kept a long scale hanging from the ceiling in the middle of the 
store, where he weighed out amounts for barter and trade in full view of his patrons to prove how 
honest he was in his dealings with everyone who traded with him. The iron hook that held 
Deery's great scale is still visible in the rafters, as well as the trap door that leads to the cellar, 
where goods and supplies would have been stored. 
 Volunteers call this space the Map Room because of the large map of India that hangs on 
the wall.  The Rhea family was wealthy and connected in Blountville, and several of them lived 
in the Inn and operated businesses out if it during the period following Mr. Deery’s death.  
“Persian Sam Rhea” was a missionary in India in the mid-1800s, and sent the map to his 
nephews so they could follow his itinerary as he traveled abroad. The map has been hanging in 
that spot for about 150 years. Under the map, an antique display case full of primitive stone tools 
reinforces the connection of this place to Native American history. In the back corner, a door 
leads onto the West Porch, where travelers washed up and hung their hats on the white painted 
pegs that hang on the outside of the stone house.  From the porch, travelers could take the outside 
stairs up to the rooms above the tavern and store.  
 From the Map Room, guests can step into the old General Store and Post Office. In Mr. 
Deery’s time, this would have been the lobby area for the tavern, accessed by the outside door 
closest to the courthouse. The valley worn into the large stone threshold at this entrance testifies 
to the popularity of this spot, which remained an active entrance until the Caldwells turned the 
building into a private residence in 1940. This area of the building housed the main store for 
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Blountville, and people would come from miles around, bringing eggs, butter, chickens, and 
“things of that sort” to exchange for staples such as tea, coffee, sugar, and salt.  One of the main 
items of barter was chicken feathers, which were collected inside the “feather hole,” an ingenious 
hidden compartment in the floorboard of the old Post Office and General Store. 
 “When people came to the store to barter feathers in exchange for salt, or sugar, or other  
 staples, the feathers would be weighed and then dumped into the feather hold and in  
 the tick, until enough feathers had been accumulated to make a father bed.  Then the tick  
 would be sold and another put on the feather hole to replace it” (“Historical Pilgrimage”  
 5).   
The feather ticks would have also been used in the Inn, and the Marquis de Lafayette is said to 
have shared his approval of these feather beds with Mr. Deery during his visit in 1825, when he 
passed through Blountville on his way to see “his good friend” Andrew Jackson at the Hermitage 
in Nashville. 
 The front area of the building, where the old General Store was located, is also where the 
Pearsons operated a restaurant in the 1920s and 1930s, after the building ceased to be an Inn.  
Mrs. Caldwell discovered the restaurant one afternoon when she accompanied Judge Caldwell to 
Blountville, and he “left her alone too long.”  She stopped in at Pearson’s and had a Coke, but 
declared that the place was so dirty she couldn't trust the glasses and was forced to drink straight 
from the bottle, which would have been considered extremely racy for such a well-bred and 
genteel lady. Mrs. Caldwell moved the walls in the Old General store during the 1940 
renovations in order to make room for a modern kitchen, something the Inn did not have at the 
time.  The current floor plan reflects Mrs. Caldwell’s alterations of the Inn, and the small General 
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Store space was used as a library, where she made use of the old store shelves, which she filled 
with “a fine collection” of books.  
 On the far end of the General Store/Library, the old Post Office window is still visible, 
though Mrs. Caldwell added decorative paneling around much of the room. Blountville became 
an important postal distribution center as early as 1802, when the Post Office was relocated into 
the south corner of the store. Until 1850, Blountville was one of just three Post Offices in 
Sullivan County, including one in Kingsport and one in the town of Paperville, a small 
community which is northeast of Blountville on the Old Jonesborough Road. Several former post 
masters are remembered who operated out of the Deery Inn, including Samuel Rhea, a relative of 
Persia Sam Rhea and Mrs. Caldwell, and Ed Pearson, the owner of the Deery Inn at the turn of 
the twentieth century (Groseclose 42). 
 The Deery Inn Post Office also became the distribution point for the Rural Free Delivery 
Service, or RFD, which was established at the time Ed Pearson owned and operated the Inn 
(Groseclose).  Andrew Marion was the first rural mail carrier to be based in Blountville, and he 
covered RFD 1 in the Boozy Creek community. He kept four horses on his farm about two miles 
outside of town on Highway 126, or the Old Stage Road, and one horse about halfway through 
his route so that he could change horses.  He delivered the mail every day of the year, regardless 
of the weather and holidays, and would ride his horse up Boozy Creek in order to reach some of 
the more remote houses.  His son Dale Marion took over the route sometime before his death in 
1935, and his grandson Tony Marion took over his uncle’s route in 1960, keeping RFD 1 in the 
Marion family for 100 years. 
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 Behind the Post Office was the Tavern’s Counting Room, and Mrs. Caldwell had a desk 
and work space in this area of the house.  She kept piles of papers everywhere and was 
continuously writing, recording information and making notes.  Even her check ledger read like a 
narrative, with detailed descriptions of items that she procured through her habit of collecting all 
things “fine and beautiful.” She recorded the details of these transactions and included family 
histories and significant details as well as financial information, but these papers were “cleaned 
out” after her death in 1999.   
 The Wayfarer’s Room is also off the Map Room and was Mrs. Caldwell’s kitchen.  She 
commissioned a sign to be painted by a local artist, and it still hangs above the fireplace.  The 
Caldwell “house motto” reads: “As for me and my house, we will serve the Lord,” and many 
community members have expressed the importance of those words to Mrs. Caldwell.  The 
chimney for this end of the Inn was rebuilt in the early 1950s and extends to the second floor 
fireplace in the Traveler’s boarding rooms.  The hearth is made of hand fired bricks, which may 
have been turned out of their molds while they were still wet, as “long-fingered handprints” can 
be seen in a few of them.   
 In 1834 an English geologist named George William Featherstonhaugh traveled from 
Baltimore, Maryland to New Mexico on the Old Stage Road, spending time in Virginia and 
Tennessee along the way.  He published a book based on his travel journal in 1844 called 
Excursion through the Slave States, from Washington on the Potomac to the Frontier of Mexico; 
With Sketches of Popular Manners and Geological Notices.  In chapter nine, Featherstonhaugh 
tells of his time with General Robert Preston, a relative of Mrs. Caldwell’s maternal grandfather 
and his son Colonel John Preston, a “distinguished Senator of South Carolina.”  
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Featherstonhaugh described General Preston as a “very opulent landlord” and provides an 
account of his time as a guest at the Preston home, which is now the Martha Washington Inn 
(Featherstonhaugh 40). A map from 1862 shows the Preston lands, called Walnut Grove 
Plantation, stretching from Abingdon to Bristol. In his journals, Featherstonhaugh describes the 
well-maintained pasture and farm land owned by the Prestons.  During his stay, 
Featherstonhaugh and Colonel Preston went on an excursion, traveling sixteen miles and 
crossing Walker’s Mountain to visit the salt works in Saltville, Virginia, where he mentions 
“Colonel King,” another prominent landowner in the region, and a relative of Judge Caldwell 
(Featherstonhaugh 41).  
 On September 12, 1834, Featherstonhaugh left Abingdon, traveling with eight other 
passengers, and arrived in the “small frontier town” of “Blountsville" at 9 p.m..  When he 
arrived, “the night was damp,” and he joined a large number of people standing around the fire in 
the bar-room of the tavern. After buying seats on the stage coach for the next day’s journey to 
Rogersville, Featherstonhaugh stood with his back to the fire and chatted with other travelers, 
some from South Carolina, some locals, and one from Tuscaloosa, Alabama.  Featherstonhaugh 
was too much the gentlemen to record exactly what names he was called, but he notes that, 
during the course of conversation, the man from Tuscaloosa called him a “*—* old rascal” and 
brandished a knife. An English gentleman who had never been called such names in his life, 
Feathersonthaugh reacted strongly, and “drew out a couple of instruments” which are assumed to 
be brass knuckles, and punched the Tuscaloosan twice, once in each eye.  He then went on to 
describe his worry that he would be held for a large amount of bail, followed by his strategies for 
staying out of trouble, which included a substantial amount of apologizing and friendly small 
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talk. He was also alarmed that the story eventually spread back to the Preston family and made 
Featherstonhaugh “sound like the worst monster that had yet penetrated into Tennessee” (43-44). 
 Interestingly, Featherstonhaugh writes about how, when “supper was announced,” “the 
landlord, the landlady, the travelers, the drivers, and the negroes” all went in to dine together 
with the “wounded hero” and his traveling companions (Featherstonhaugh 44).  This account of 
such an egalitarian and shared dining space is an unusual detail, since it contradicts other 
interpretations of the use of the stone house Dining Room that include stories of Elizabeth Deery 
keeping herself entirely segregated from the duties and running of the Tavern.  1834 would have 
been eleven years before Mr. Deery died, well within the time the Deery family still operated and 
resided in the Inn, though Featherstonehaugh never mentioned the “landlord” by name. 
 From the Tavern, guests can pass back through the Map Room and out onto the West 
Porch. The West Porch extends down the length of the stone house projection with a large door 
in the center of the landing.  Travelers may have entered the Dining Room from this porch, as 
Featherstonhaugh’s account suggested (Featherstonhaugh 44). This part of the house was built 
around 1820, when Mr. Deery married Elizabeth Allison, and would have provided a very large 
space to dine or entertain.  The mantle is from “Old Martha Washington College,” now known as 
the Martha Washington Inn.  The wainscoting is of the same origin as the Map Room Paneling, 
and the portrait of Judge Caldwell that hangs above the fireplace was done by “well-known 
artist” Elizabeth Reed, (“Historical Pilgrimage” 2). The large dining room table, chairs, and 
sideboards are the same Byars family pieces that would have been in Mrs. Caldwell’s dining 
room.      
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 Below the Dining Room, and only accessible by a set of outside stairs on either side of 
the Dining Room, is the Stone Kitchen.  The open stone hearth is big enough to stand in, and 
must have been the site of some large-scale meal preparation for travelers, locals, and the Deery 
family. The “great north chimney” extends up to the Dining Room and Dormer Rooms above, 
with fireplaces on all three floors. The Stone Kitchen is a spacious colonial kitchen with 
shuttered windows that open on both sides of the room.  Slaves and kitchen help must have 
received food at these openings and carried them upstairs to the Dining Room or Tavern.  Several 
of the old servant bells are still hanging in the rafters.  They have “different tones” and would 
have been connected to different rooms of the house with cords or bell-pulls. 
 During “the War Between the States,” East Tennessee was the scene of aggressive 
campaigns from both the Southern and Northern forces, which both of which wanted to control 
important telegraph lines, railroads and bridges in the region. These important strategic 
objectives formed the main route of supply and communication for Confederate forces, which 
held them for the first three years of the war. On September 22, 1863, Confederate forces were 
“driven back” to Blountville, where they set up a defensive line “on the plateau east of town,” 
the current location of Blountville Middle School (Taylor 210). The Federal forces set up 
artillery on the opposite side of town, in the Blountville Cemetery.  Scars from the battle can still 
be seen on many of the gravestones, and the site has been marked as a stop on the Civil War 
Trail.  Blountville has had the nickname the “Little Confederacy” for generations, though no one 
knows when or how it happened, and citizens believed that the Federal army had some extra 
animosity for the town because there were so many secessionists among the population. 
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 On the day of what came to be called the Battle of Blountsville, the “non-combatants, 
women and children” were “not aware that a battle was impending and were at dinner when the 
firing began” (Taylor 211).  They fled to the two safest cellars in town, “those of the Cate House 
and St. John residence” (Taylor 212).  The Deery Inn was operated by the Cates Family from 
sometime prior to the Civil War until 1887, and popular lore surrounding the battle claims that 
Mr. Cates bribed the commanding officers of both forces in order to keep the Inn from being 
destroyed.     
 During the battle, the Federals charged toward the Confederate line in order to distract 
and then flank them, and their path took them down the hill from the cemetery and up the middle 
of Muddy Creek, passing just behind the Deery Inn.  The courthouse was hit by a Federal shell, 
“setting it on fire, and as there was no means of relief the flames spread rapidly, destroying the 
best part of the town” (Taylor 212).  The courthouse is directly beside the Inn, and the “women 
and children and the helpless” were told that the town was burning and that “they must flee for 
their lives” (Taylor 212).  Though dangerously exposed, the non-combatants ran through 
whistling bullets and bombs, as cavalrymen “dashed across their path” and “mothers became 
separated from their children,” towards Brown’s meadow, and then to a safe distance “beyond 
the hills” (Taylor 212). 
Second Floor 
Returning to the Hall, guests move up the Grand Staircase to the landing above, which 
leads to the third floor of the stone house addition and the second floor of both the mansion and 
store building. The staircase curves sharply at the top landing, and volunteers in hoop skirts and 
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crinolines find it treacherously difficult to navigate. From the landing, four areas of the Inn are 
accessible:  the Dormer Room, a set of stairs to the mansion attic, a passageway into the second 
level of the store building, and a sitting room with two attached bedrooms. This part of the Inn 
was the family residence of William and Elizabeth Deery and their five children. The 
passageway under the attic stairs and into the Dignitary Room was added when the Caldwell 
family moved into the Inn. 
 The Dormer Room, which is immediately to the right of the landing, was originally 
divided into two parts.  One of the rooms had a wooden lock on the outside and was believed to 
be the door to the nursery and “mammy’s room,” but that partition and door were removed 
during the renovations in 2001.  “Mammy always had a wooden lock on her door, and a chain, 
also.  These were part of her rights, if she lived in the house ‘wid de chilluns’ ” (“Historical 
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Figure 3. Second Floor
Old Deery Inn, Historic American Buildings Survey, Library of Congress, 1955.
Pilgrimage” 3).  Across the landing from the Dormer Room is the Sitting Room or what Mrs. 
Caldwell called the Boy’s Study.  Oddly, a window is set into the wall over the stairs that looks 
into the Sitting Room from the landing, and may be the window that was removed to make a 
doorway into the Dormer Room when the stone house was added in 1820.    
 After William Deery’s death in 1845, Elizabeth Allison remarried, and she and the 
children moved to Nashville, though they returned from time to time because the Inn was in 
litigation for the next 37 years, until the Pearsons were able to buy it in the 1880s. During those 
years, the Inn went through many owners, operators, and residents, and these bedrooms must 
have been rented out from the time the Deery family left until the Pearsons ceased operations 
sometime during the 1920s. The walls in the Sitting Room and both bedrooms are covered in 
writing and autographs by patrons who stayed at the Inn, and recorded dates range from the 
1850s through the 1920s. Mrs. Caldwell framed several signatures in molding to highlight them, 
including ones left by a group of girls having a New Year’s Eve slumber party and one left by 
Mrs. Caldwell’s grandfather, the lawyer David F. Bailey. The Sitting Room and the two 
bedrooms still have the original buttermilk paint with decorative treatments below the chair rail.  
The mantles in the larger bedroom and the Sitting Room are carved with the same decorative 
motif as those found in the Gathering Room and Hall. 
 From the landing, guests pass under the attic stairs, and through a second doorway that 
the Caldwells cut to join the log structure to the frame addition.  The Dignitary’s Room was Mrs. 
Caldwell’s bedroom and was divided into two bedrooms and a bathroom until the renovation in 
2001.  The mantle in this room also came from “the Old Martha Washington College” in 
Abingdon, Virginia. The canopy bed originally belonged to John Rhea, fifth Congressman from 
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Tennessee, and had never been out of the family until it was donated to the Sullivan County 
Historic Preservation Association in 2001.   
 Women who helped Mrs. Caldwell dress recall her standing in the center of this room and 
bending at the waist in order to let her long hair fall down in front of her.  Even as an elderly 
woman, she would vigorously tease her hair, and then flip it behind her, tucking, poking, and 
pinning it until she “suddenly looked like herself.” On the day that President Jimmy Carter 
visited, she seemed nervous and asked for extra help dressing.  When it was time to go down to 
greet the president, she did not have time to put everything away and clean up, so she just loaded 
it all onto the bed and threw a coverlet over it.   
 The Dignitary’s Room is also known as the “Old Number 8” because of the number that 
is still visible on the door that leads to the Traveler’s Hall.  A popular story about “Old Number 
8” is sometimes called the “gladiator story” and is a tale of a knife fight to the death.  Two 
travelers got into a knife fight over a very fine horse, and one traveler killed the other just in 
front of the fireplace. Guests can lift up a corner of the carpet to see some small, dark stains that 
some say are blood spatters left from that fight. 
  Leaving the Dignitary’s Room through the Old Number 8 door, guests move into the part 
of the Inn that would have hosted travelers and overnight guests in the olden days of Mr. Deery, 
Cates House, and Pearsons.  The hallway is covered in wide-planked paneling, installed by Mrs. 
Caldwell, and also salvaged from the Town Home “up in Virginia.”  The door to the right leads 
outside to the traveler’s stairs and the west porch where the hat pegs are located. To the left, the 
hallway used to extend to the back of the house and lead to a bathroom and a small bedroom. 
Now, it dead-ends and turns sharply to the right and into the Traveler’s Hall.  This used to be a 
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long, open hallway with two small rooms for guests, but the Caldwells had it partitioned off so 
that there are four bedrooms in this section of the house, three on the left and one on the right.  
The rooms on the left have old thresholds and are partitioned by a set of large, carved doors that 
hang from a track in the ceiling.  The room on the right is the Polly Smith room and was 
constructed so that more of the paneling and wainscoting salvaged from the Martha Washington 
Inn could be used.  Mrs. Caldwell got the mantle and wood from the room where her 
grandmother Sarah Ellen Preston Bailey lived in when she was a student at the “Old Martha 
Washington College” during the “War Between the States.”  The room is named after an ancestor 
of Mrs. Caldwell’s who successfully incubated a chicken egg in her armpit, a treasured family 
story handed down by her Byars relatives. 
 Continuing down the hall, guests reach a small room with sets of stairs that continue up 
to a second attic, or go down to the Wayfarer’s Room on the second floor.  Mrs. Caldwell related 
a story about an old man who may have been senile and who hanged himself from the rafters in 
the attic directly above the Traveler’s Hall.  “They cut him down, but strangely enough, they left 
the rope,” and in 1970 one could still see that same rope tied to a rafter in the attic (Lawson).  
Today, the attic is full of HVAC equipment and ductwork that connects to the rooms in the Inn 
and I could not locate any rope in the rafters. From here, guided tours move back through the 
Traveler’s Hall and out the door beside Old Number 8, continuing down the traveler’s stairs to 
land on the west porch.  
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The Grounds 
 The ceilings of the porches are painted “haint blue” in the old West African tradition and 
stairs from this spot lead down to the stone kitchen or out onto the millstone terrace. Directly off 
the west porch, guests will notice a collection of large millstones used as garden decorations 
beside a small log smoke house where Mrs. Caldwell and her family still cured and hung their 
own meat until late in the twentieth century.  These stones made up the Terrace during Mrs. 
Caldwell’s time at the Inn, and many of them have “family significance,” especially the two that 
were brought from Brook Hall, the plantation home near Glade Springs, Virginia, where Mrs. 
Caldwell’s grandfather was born. 
 The Smithsonian Gates hang at the north entrance, in what used to be the entrance to the 
drive. The gates originally hung at the United States Capitol when it was enclosed in an iron 
fence, but were moved to mark the end of the lane to Alcova, the Byars estate in Northern 
Virginia sometime in the early twentieth century.  Mrs. Caldwell’s father was Virginia State 
Senator J. Cloyd Byars, who settled the family on a 361 acre farm in Arlington, Virginia around 
1915. As Arlington County grew, the streets were widened to accommodate cars and the gates 
were taken down to “make way for progress,” so Mrs. Caldwell had them brought to Blountville 
and hung them at the entrance to her drive.  She had two pairs, and made plans to hang the 
second pair at the other end of the house, but worried that it wouldn't be “possible to get 
permission to hang them” (“Historical Pilgrimage” 3).   
 The “great north chimney” on the stone house addition serves fireplaces in the stone 
kitchen, the Dining Room, and the Dormer Room.  Mrs. Caldwell planted ivy from Canterbury, 
England, in the garden at the base of the chimney and enjoyed seeing it climb and spread on the 
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end of the house.  Some of the ivy still survives on the grounds and in the trees in that part of the 
yard.  A double row of English boxwoods outlines a paved path that stretches from the top of the 
hill just behind the Inn down to the lower garden, passing in front of the remaining outbuildings.  
When Mrs. Caldwell gave the Historical Pilgrimage tour in 1953, she mentioned that there were 
twelve outbuildings.  Today, just seven remain, including the Smoke House, the Weave House, 
the William King Building, the Fain Law Office, the Granny Cabin, and the old Slave Quarters.   
 There are many stories about the old outhouse that was built during the Deery Days.  It 
sat in the lower garden, behind the old log barn that is no longer standing, and under a weeping 
willow tree that has also “passed on.”  The outhouse is remembered as a roomy building, with 
two seats and a fireplace. These details interest everyone in the community, and many think it 
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Figure 4.  The Grounds
Virginia Byars Caldwell, Twelve Years of Christmas, 1960, p. 38-39.
shows that the Deerys were “spoiled.”  The log barn and the “fancy, two-seater” “Necessary 
House” were still on the property until the 1950s, and the Caldwells added to the outbuildings by 
buying up historic sites for demolition and having them moved onto the back acre, usually 
through the use of inmate labor.  Guests remember hearing inmates at the Old Sheriff’s Home 
yelling and making noise when they were attending events like the Burning of the Greens on the 
grounds of the Deery Inn.  
 The lower garden was the site of the annual Burning of the Greens, a celebration that 
Mrs. Caldwell began around 1980, and that the volunteers hope to bring back in 2018. Each 
Christmas, Mrs. Caldwell sent out more than 500 copies of her handmade Christmas card to her 
friends and acquaintances all over the country.  She usually had about 75 guests attend, and she 
and her helpers spent weeks decorating the Inn for the holidays, preparing food, and readying for 
the Christmas open house.  Many guests are invited to spend the night, and Mrs. Caldwell made 
sure to invite everyone to eat and drink before leaving.  Guests were served “proper” champagne 
punch in her pewter punchbowl and glass punch cups, and she prepared old-fashioned snacks 
like tomato aspic, orange marmalade monkey bread, and her specialty, angel food cakes.  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CHAPTER 4  
ECOMUSEOLOGY:  BALANCING INTERPRETATION & MANAGEMENT  
What I now know, and which took me a long time to find out, is that some of these things 
did not happen accidentally, they were planned. And sometimes the…locals would get 
themselves in real trouble with interfering with history, is what I would call it.  And they 
would interject their own biases into the situation.  And what we sometimes think  was 
just a random act…was not.  It was planned, it was stages, it was part of a movement.  
(Acuff) 
      
 This chapter focuses on the nature of the Old Deery Inn’s roles in the public and private 
spheres, exploring the ways that community narratives of lived experiences make the Inn a 
“palimpsest for [Blountville’s] ancestry and biography” (Hawke 243). Throughout most of its 
history, the Inn has been privately owned and open to the public, either as a place of business or 
as an unofficial local museum. The Inn’s role as a palimpsest for community history was defined 
during the second half of the twentieth century, when it was a private residence that became an 
artifact of local culture and history.  Through her articulation of local history and community 
identity, Virginia Byars Caldwell established the basis of the current interpretation of the Deery 
Inn. Her family history and the architectural artifacts she restored the Inn with made it a 
showplace of antebellum culture and elegance, and her collection of log cabins in the backyard 
was the site of the first living history museum in the area (Livesay). She was a well-known figure 
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in her community, as well as the region, and was socially connected to influential members of 
society throughout the country. She had the financial and social means to enable her work as a 
preservationist and a “collector of all things lovely and old” (Lawson).  Her privileged 
upbringing and her powerful political connections gave her a unique and very visible place in 
local society, where her influence and aristocratic lifestyle were especially noteworthy because 
Blountville has remained such a small town.   
 More recently, the Deery Inn’s public role in the Blountville community has been defined 
by county government agencies and community members who have been involved in the Inn’s 
development as a museum and tourist attraction.  The structure of county government relegates 
Blountville to a dependent relationship with the larger municipalities of Sullivan County, even 
though it is the seat of local government, making preservation efforts by community members a 
necessary component of the survival of the Old Deery Inn.  The courthouse, the County Mayor’s 
office, and the County Commission meetings are held next door to the Old Deery Inn, but no one 
in county government is directly responsible for Blountville, leaving the decision to maintain and 
fund it up to the “good will of the people” (Venable). 
 The history of overlap between the public and private spheres of the Old Deery Inn has 
fostered a sense of ownership and responsibility among local community members that has 
helped preserve the Inn and guide public policy that affects the future of the Inn and the 
Blountville Historic District as a whole.  This sense of community ownership ensures that the Inn 
is valued as a cultural artifact that expresses community identity, but also creates tension 
between private citizens and public agencies, who disagree on management decisions relating to 
the Inn.  Volunteers invest personal energy and time heavily into the Inn and want to be trusted 
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with representation and decision-making powers, while public officials approach the 
management of the Inn from a more impersonal, policy-driven perspective.  Added to these 
tensions, pre-existing small-town interpersonal politics often cause community members to feel 
as though the public is working at cross-purposes with the private. These tensions are felt most 
acutely when dealing with issues of funding and financial support for improvements and 
programming, but extend to questions about who should control the Inn’s Facebook page or 
determine when volunteers should open the Inn for tours.  
Interpretation  
 The Old Deery Inn and Museum is now a publicly owned cultural and historical site that 
depends on volunteers and grant funding to operate as a tourist attraction.  Guests participate in 
guided tours given by docents dressed in old fashioned clothing, who tell stories about the former 
owners of the Inn, the physical structures, and the material artifacts that are in the Inn.  This 
participatory experience provides an articulation of local history and community identity that is 
subjective and that is constantly being made and remade through interactions that reflect the 
social and political realities of community members’ lived experiences (Hawke 235). This 
ecomuseological approach to the community narrative fuses the personal lived experiences of 
current and former tour guides with the documented history of the Inn and the region, a process 
that is continually evolving, and that “encourages democracy and joint ownership” among 
interpreters (Hawke 243).  
 The “Old Tavern,” as the Deery Inn was called in Mrs. Caldwell’s time, was a showplace 
full of beauty and history, but first and foremost, it was her home. Mrs. Caldwell was invested in 
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gaining recognition for her home, and was responsible for getting the Old Deery Inn listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places. She was very interested in recording and sharing the history 
of her ancestors, her home, and her community, and she was adept at cultivating publicity and 
interest.  Her work at the Inn inspired later preservationists to establish the Historic District, of 
which the Old Deery Inn is the “crown jewel.”  The Inn continues to be considered the 
“centerpiece” for preservation efforts in the Historic District, and Mrs. Caldwell is popularly 
recognized as the one “who started it all.”  Her name is included on several of the historic 
markers that have been erected along the front of the Deery Inn, cementing her place in the 
community narrative. 
 Along with her husband, the late Judge Caldwell, Mrs. Caldwell was responsible for 
“saving” the Old Deery Inn in 1940, and she actively sought out buildings and artifacts to display 
and preserve, creating a museum-like atmosphere in her home. From 1940 until Sullivan County 
received ownership of the Deery Inn in 1999, Mrs. Caldwell generously shared her private 
residence with friends, schoolchildren, tour groups, and individuals who made appointments.  
She was “constantly writing”; she gave numerous interviews, and she collaborated on published 
texts that contained historical narratives of her home. In later years, she would put her flag out at 
the front door or sit in a chair beside the entrance and “receive guests,” allowing neighbors and 
strangers alike into her home for tours (Livesay). 
 Mrs. Caldwell’s sense of self influenced the development of the historical narrative that 
surrounds the Deery Inn. Her background and lived experience caused her neighbors to believe 
she was “not a typical East Tennessean,” and she seemed to have lived inside of a different era. 
“I think she probably pictured herself as many different characters, partly as the Scarlet O’Hara 
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of Tara. But at the same time she was interested in primitive; she was interested in the 
Appalachian crafts” (Livesay).  Mrs. Caldwell interpreted the history of her home through her 
kinship ties and her experience as part of a great, Old South family tradition.  When she gave 
tours, she wore crinolines under a dress that she made herself, with her long gray hair twisted up 
into a knot, and her makeup “just so” (Livesay). She was charismatic and influential, and 
surviving scripts and notes from her tours allow today’s docents to share her stories of the Inn 
nearly word for word.  
 The Old Deery Inn was a private residence during Mrs. Caldwell’s time, but the public 
nature of her interpretation of the building allowed her to receive a federal grant in 1979. As part 
of the terms of the grant, Mrs. Caldwell “officially" opened the doors for public tours in the 
summer of 1979, which allowed her to collect $4,500 to repair the roofs on some of the historic 
log buildings in her backyard (Long). The grant was specifically earmarked for the King-Blount 
Cabin, a historic structure that was set for demolition when Mrs. Caldwell acquired it in 1952 
(Long, “Historical Pilgrimage” 3). Mrs. Caldwell recorded her interpretation of the history of the 
cabin, which has become a part of the advertised attractions at the Inn.  James King was Judge 
Caldwell’s great-great grandfather, an “Indian Fighter” who was present at the “Yorktown 
Surrender.” William Blount is remembered as “Tennessee’s great governor and an Empire 
Builder in pioneer times” (“Historical Pilgrimage” 3). In 1797, Blount wrote a letter in “this very 
cabin” which led to his impeachment from the U.S. Senate (“Historical Pilgrimage” 3).  
 Mrs. Caldwell emphasized her husband’s connection to the King and Anderson families, 
who were powerful and influential business magnates and lawmakers. The Caldwell’s kinship 
connections and the Judge’s political position combined with Mrs. Caldwell’s interests to create a 
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locus of preservation at the “Old Tavern.” The Honorable Joseph Anderson Caldwell was the 
Judge of the Sullivan County Court for eighteen years, from sometime in the 1930s until the 
1950s (Bicentennial Committee 2).  In those days, the County Judge was very powerful, and 
there were few restraints on that power.  “If Mrs. Caldwell wanted a crew from the jail to go with 
a county truck to get some cabin she’d acquired, well they just did it.”  Today, that would be a 
scandal, “but that’s just the way it was in those days” (Yancey).  Mrs. Caldwell had an interest in 
collecting and preserving, and she had the means and the ability to “go out and get the 
artifacts” (Steele). 
 Mrs. Caldwell was “excited” about her log cabin collection.  At one time, there were 
twelve buildings behind the Inn, more than half of those relocated there by Mrs. Caldwell. She 
set the cabins up as an ode to “primitive” living, creating a space to cook on the hearth in the 
Granny Cabin, using the old Slave Quarters as a smoke house where she continued to cure her 
own meat well into her 70s, and keeping her spinning wheels and looms in the old hand-fired 
brick kitchen, which she renamed the Weave House.  During the summers or social occasions in 
her home, Mrs. Caldwell used the cabins to make a living history museum in her own backyard.  
“She was the Exchange Place before there was an Exchange Place,” an interpretation of local 
culture and history that continues today at the Old Deery Inn and Museum (Livesay).    
 Community members articulate a clear distinction between the elegant, antebellum living 
of the interior of Mrs. Caldwell’s home - her “Scarlet O’Hara” persona - and the “primitive” 
living associated with her collections of cabins “out back” (Livesay).  The primitive log cabins 
were a repository of local culture that was outside of Mrs. Caldwell’s personal history and 
reflected a lived experience that she recreated based on her enjoyment of early American 
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lifeways. They also represent the only area of the Inn’s history that was clearly defined as 
“Appalachian.”  
Appalachian Crafts  
 Mrs. Caldwell described herself as an “early American woman,” and she was not just 
interested in learning about “pioneer” skills, she wanted to make them a part of her lived 
experience.  She had “expertise in all American crafts,” and “she [was] an accredited teacher of 
several crafts, including basketry” (Bicentennial Committee 2).  She was a member of the 
Southern Highlands Handicraft Guild and took part in the Highlands Festival in Abingdon for 
several years, demonstrating basket making and weaving “in the venerated tradition” of her 
ancestors (Lawson). Mrs. Caldwell was considered an “expert” spinner who enjoyed dyeing her 
own flax and cotton fiber before weaving it on her antique loom, and was known to spend many 
hours working in her Weave House (Bicentennial Committee 2-3).  
 In an interview recorded in 1970, Mrs. Caldwell describes herself as a “nest-builder” and 
“housewife,” spending her days creating her own “art history” in her backyard (Lawson, 
Livesay).  She did things historically and wanted to “teach the young people” how things were 
done when people first came to this area (Lawson).  Her influence on the historical narrative is 
felt most keenly in relation to the tradition of dyeing, spinning, and weaving; skills which have 
been practiced at the Deery Inn for the last two centuries.  “Women are often overlooked in 
history,” but Mrs. Caldwell’s voice and influence are still strongly felt in the community of 
Blountville (M. Bush). She had an appreciation for handmade textiles, and her home was full of 
hand knitted lace, colorful quilts, and old-fashioned coverlets that she either inherited, made, or 
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acquired. In the mid-twentieth century, Mrs. Caldwell was one of very few local people 
practicing and teaching traditional crafts.  
 The way Mrs. Caldwell used her outbuildings established much of the interpretation that 
current volunteers continue to use when demonstrating textile work, as well as everyday living 
skills. Recently, a local Boy Scout troop spent the day with volunteers at the Inn to earn the 
Textile Merit Badge, learning about shearing, spinning, dyeing, knitting, and weaving so that the 
boys would better understand how textiles were made.  They also had a chance to churn some 
butter and spent time in the old Fain Law Office, which has been interpreted as a nineteenth 
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Figure 5. Hand Weaving
Virginia Byars Caldwell, Twelve Years of Christmas, Private Collection, 1958, p. 28.
century school house. Volunteers recall being surprised at how much enjoyment the boys got out 
of playing primitive games and creating small weavings.  These kinds of experiences are missing 
from today’s educational systems, and volunteers at the Inn believe they are an important part of 
local children's personal histories that are being “sadly neglected” (Manis, M. Bush). 
  Sitting opposite the Weave House, the Slave Quarters is an original outbuilding made of 
hand-fired brick, and built during the same time period as the Weave House. The building was 
constructed as two separate rooms, with a fireplace in the center and a loft above each side.  The 
exterior walls were built to have regular openings, possibly to provide ventilation.  Because of 
the openness of the walls, volunteers wonder if the lower floor was used as a tack room or 
workspace, and the designation as slave quarters is incorrect. Today, the room is interpreted as a 
workspace, displaying tools and examples of hand-woven baskets. 
 Mrs. Caldwell was an accomplished basket weaver who took courses in the “traditional 
art” from Native American artisans in North Carolina (Lawson).  She lived with the Cherokee for 
weeks at a time, where she learned to weave river cane, honeysuckle, and split white oak baskets, 
and enjoyed relating experiences and stories about how she gathered the honeysuckle vines from 
the field, rather than off the fences, and then sorted them according to size so that they would be 
uniformly laid out.  She boiled the vines and used a coarse cloth to strip the outside skin, then 
dyed them with yellow root, blood root, walnut hulls, and walnut bark. When giving tours or 
instructing students, she told stories of how she went up the mountainside and selected white 
oaks, and picked blood root for dyeing, relating her lived experiences to traditional skills. She 
described blood root as “that little flower that grows in early spring, and when you pick it it 
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comes off on your hand, bloody.” The white oaks splits, “dyed with blood root, it makes a 
beautiful orange color” (Lawson).   
 The interpretation in the Quarters shows tools for everyday living in the early American 
period, highlighting different skill stations where guests can experience how people used to make 
soap, iron and wash clothes, or use antique woodworking tools. There are examples of woven 
baskets, and a visual representation of a bushel and a peck (E. Bush).  Many of the volunteers 
agree that the interpretations of the working areas in the cabins are important because they help 
guests, especially schoolchildren, understand the work and the sacrifices that their ancestors 
experienced in order to make a life in East Tennessee when it was still a part of the frontier.  
Docents believe this is an effective way to draw people in, and hope that school children and 
community members will benefit from a deeper, experiential understanding of their own personal 
history, which is based on the everyday living skills of days gone by (E. Bush). 
 Mrs. Caldwell used the Granny Cabin for practicing and demonstrating early American 
skills, and it continues to be interpreted through its association with frontier living. During her 
“Exchange Place” demonstrations, Mrs. Caldwell made her own beeswax and “mutton tallow” 
candles in “pioneer fashion” (Bicentennial Committee 3).  She used the open fire on the hearth to 
cook corn pones and bake cakes, and she preferred homemade lye soap to use on her laundry 
because it made the Judge’s shirts so soft (Hutchins, Cable).  Docents and promotional materials 
about the Inn emphasize the impressively large logs that make up the structure. The sides of the 
cabin use only three large, hand-hewn logs. Based on the size of the logs, the cabin is presumed 
to have been built in earliest settlement days, making it the oldest structure on the property. The 
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artifacts on display in the Granny Cabin today are the most primitive examples of early 
American living at the Inn.   
  
 In her earlier years, Virginia Caldwell was considered to be somewhat eccentric, a 
“throwback” to an earlier mentality and way of living.  But the “community rediscovery” that 
came with the American Revolution Bicentennial Celebration of 1976 brought energy and 
recognition to preservation efforts like Mrs. Caldwell’s.  Suddenly, she was a “part of the ‘in’ 
group” and “everybody” was interested in preservation (Long).  Sullivan County had an 
immense committee dedicated to planning and implementing community events and celebrations 
during the mid-70s (Acuff).  The Sullivan County Historical Society was founded during that 
time, and several books and articles concerning the history of Sullivan County were researched 
and published as a part of the American Revolution Bicentennial activities. This movement 
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Figure 6. “Little Pocahontas”
Virginia Byars Caldwell, Twelve Years of Christmas,  
coincided nationally with a renewed interest in genealogical research, the “back to the land” 
movement, and a new appreciation for local history, coalescing into a “golden age” for public 
folklore (Hanson).  All of this focus and attention led to many newspaper articles about Mrs. 
Caldwell and her preservation efforts, and she became a sort of leading lady in local 
preservationist circles. 
 The Sullivan County American Revolution Bicentennial Committee declared “Virginia 
Caldwell Day” at the Netherland Inn on November 15, 1975.  The mayor of Kingsport and the 
Judge of the Sullivan County Court prepared a proclamation “in commemoration and recognition 
of her contributions to the preservation of historical sites, buildings and the cultural arts that are 
the heritage of this area” and a “gala day” was planned to honor Mrs. Caldwell (“Proclamation”). 
She continued to host tours for a few years after the Bicentennial, though her health gradually 
declined until she was moved into a local nursing home in 1987.  Her family periodically stayed 
at the Inn and kept up with basic maintenance, but several pipes burst one winter, and the 
backyard grew up into a “jungle.” The “grand old building” became more and more neglected 
and fell into a sad state of disrepair (Steele, Moriarty).    
The Association  
 The Old Deery Inn passed into County ownership on Mrs. Caldwell’s death in 1999.  
Local citizens formed the Sullivan County Historic Preservation Association, dedicated 
specifically to preservation efforts at the Old Deery Inn. The group was instrumental in 
preserving and “saving” the Inn a second time, and they are now responsible for the daily 
operations of the Inn.  These volunteers began by doing “basic housekeeping” in the Inn, 
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cleaning and vacuuming, and throwing away old magazines.  Many of the rooms and 
outbuildings were “stuffed with junk” and took years to clean out (Steele, Bush).  One volunteer 
brought his backhoe to the Inn in order to cut through the brush and weeds that had taken over 
the backyard because it had “grown up to where a jackrabbit couldn't get through there” (Steele).  
Volunteers were mindful preservationists, and were careful to save things that could aid in 
interpretation or that would have been important to Mrs. Caldwell, carefully uncovering Mrs. 
Caldwell’s millstone terrace and prized English boxwoods (Steele).  
 In 2001, Governor Sundquist awarded Sullivan County a one million dollar 
“Enhancement Grant” to restore the Deery Inn, Rutledge House, and Old Sheriff’s Home. 
Volunteers worked in conjunction with the County Commissioners and the Historic Zoning 
Commission to hire contractors who “completely restored” the Old Deery Inn (Torbett).  Some 
of the rooms were painted, rotting beams were replaced, and a large central heating and air 
system was installed that would monitor and maintain the humidity in the Inn, since humidity 
levels have to be precise in order for the Inn to get pieces on loan from other museums and 
historical associations. Once renovations were completed, the Old Deery Inn and Museum began 
to open periodically for guided tours (Bush). 
 Mrs. Caldwell’s family held estate sales, yard sales, and auctions, emptying the Inn of 
most of her belongings in the 1990s.  There were some large pieces that didn't sell, and Mrs. 
Caldwell’s son was kind enough to let the museum have them.  The Association did not have 
money to buy artifacts, so they were very fortunate that they ended up with the things they have 
now.  Some of the pieces did not sell because they were so large, like the John Rhea bed upstairs, 
the square piano, and the dining room table.  Some artifacts, like the large wardrobe and the 
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sideboard in the dining room were in disrepair, and once the Association had them fixed, they 
turned out to be “quite good pieces” (Steele).  
 Volunteers expressed concern and distress over the lack of control and oversight during 
the renovation and construction period in 2001.  The situation was described by some as a “free-
for-all” because there were community members who took advantage of the open nature of the 
construction and removed artifacts from the site.  The original bar from the tavern is said to be in 
“someone’s garage” and the original “mammy door” with its antique wooden lock from the gable 
bedroom is in another community member’s home. The large brass stagecoach horn over the 
mantelpiece was also removed from the Inn during the renovation, but was recovered recently by 
one of the County Commissioners. Some of Mrs. Caldwell’s personal papers and drawings were 
preserved by members of the Association, but it is unclear what happened to the majority of her  
journals and etchings. 
 Though the county owns and maintains the building, the day-to-day operations at the Old 
Deery Inn are managed by the Association.  A core group of six board members plans the 
programming, develops interpretation, and organizes events and activities such as the Christmas 
Open House. The volunteers are a diverse group of people who fulfill multiple roles in the 
management of the Inn, donating their time, physical labor, and energy generously.  The Inn has 
no operating budget and events raise little money, so volunteers also donate artifacts and 
“smalls” to stage the museum and interpret everyday living, placing spectacles, vintage clothing, 
and antique personal items throughout the Inn. By staging and interpreting the Inn with items 
that are chosen and donated, volunteers maintain control and ownership of the historical 
narrative, as well as a strong feeling that “the interpretation we do today is ours” (M. Bush). 
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Many of the exhibits and items reflect the personal aesthetic of the volunteers and are chosen 
with Colonial Williamsburg and Monticello in mind. 
 The roles and experiences of the volunteers cross a range of interests and involvement. 
Jobs range from people who “work in the back,” staying behind the scenes and providing “the 
muscle” to implement ideas, such as moving tables and chairs, setting up furniture and displays, 
or cooking food for events (Manis, Bush).  Other volunteers only come to special events when 
extra people are needed to lead tours, serve refreshments, or demonstrate special skills or 
artifacts.  A few of the volunteers have received training in history or genealogical research and 
have attended museum studies conferences.  Volunteers are “always on the look out” for stories 
and artifacts that can be used to further the interpretation of the Inn and add to its existing story 
(E. Bush, M. Bush). 
 The core group of six board members is very family-oriented, meaning that board 
members often bring family members and friends to events, “roping them into” volunteering and 
becoming involved at the Inn (E. Bush, Manis).  All of the docents express a love of the Deery 
Inn, which is often articulated as a gendered cultural embodiment.  The experience of dressing up 
and telling the story of the Inn to guests is highly pleasurable and reminds participants of “the 
way we used to do things,” evoking a nostalgia for large Sunday dinners at grandma’s house or 
afternoon teas with a white table cloth and fine china (Steele).  The Inn is described as a “sweet” 
place where the atmosphere seems to diffuse the love that people have been putting into the 
building for centuries, and there is the sense that docents can feel themselves walking in the 
footsteps of women who came before them.  While there are men who volunteer at the Inn and 
perform integral responsibilities, it is the women who dress up in period clothing and seem to 
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particularly enjoy the feeling of slipping back into a more genteel, slower period, when people 
took the time to be more formal and visit with one another. Several docents expressed a belief 
that people in today’s society do not value this slower, more formal way of interacting with 
friends and family, usually only taking part in these types of extended visits on special occasions 
(Bush, Steele, Manis). 
 Volunteers feel that it is important to maintain a human connection to the Inn’s past and 
have designed interpretation that is accessible and welcoming, rather than institutional or formal, 
retaining a strong connection to the lived experiences of Mrs. Caldwell and the Deery Days. 
When the Caldwells moved in, they “brought the Inn back to life” and created a grand showpiece 
that the community could be proud of (Steele). Today guests can get an idea of what the Inn 
would have been like in Deery Days, or during Mrs. Caldwell’s time, but there is a sense of 
sadness about it.  The county does not have the money to keep the building looking as well as it 
would have back then, and community members feel a sad nostalgia, knowing that those days 
can never be recaptured. 
 There is a strong sense among the volunteers that they are maintaining the rituals that 
connect them to Mrs. Caldwell and, by extension, the Deery Days.  Mrs. Caldwell’s lifestyle was 
very intentional in the way that it referenced her girlhood and her personal identity as an “early 
American woman.”  At the Christmas open house this year, for example, the “fancy party 
spread” was made up of Martha Washington’s ginger cakes and sugar plums, and punch was 
served in glass punch cups (Yancey, Bush).  Over the summer some of the volunteers searched 
out glass punch cups at yard sales, so that when guests visited for open houses and events, they 
could drink out of the modern version of “Mrs. Caldwell’s famous punch cups.” Volunteers have 
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future plans to revive another of Mrs. Caldwell’s rituals, the Burning of the Greens, but were 
unable to do so this past year because of the burn ban that resulted from all the forest fires in the 
area (Manis, Bush).    
 Special events draw in the majority of visitors that the Deery Inn sees each year, which 
seems to mirror the experiences of docents in places like the Exchange Place in Kingsport 
(Bush).  The Association would like to host more events and promote the Inn more widely, but 
they have to “scramble” for enough volunteers to man the facility when they have the Christmas 
Open House. With such a small group of dedicated people, volunteers are in danger of getting 
tired and burned out, and the energy often feels stagnant.  Members would love to feel a sense of 
momentum and progress towards the future of the Inn and tourism in Blountville generally 
(Bush, Steele). 
 Volunteers and docents feel an acute need for more publicity about their efforts at the Inn, 
but have reached their limits for what they are able to do without more help from county 
government.  Guests always comment that they are pleasantly surprised by the Inn and often 
don't understand why they have never heard of it before. Several narrators mentioned the 
possibility of installing a sign on Interstate 81 that advertises the Inn and the Blountville Historic 
District, which would require cooperation between local government entities.  The location of the 
Old Deery Inn and the Blountville Historic District places both alongside major regional travel 
routes, but the construction of Interstate 81 and the 394 bypass have routed traffic away from 
Blountville’s Main Street. Massive numbers of tourists flow through the area on their way to 
more well-known attractions, but Blountville does not currently have marketing in place that 
could draw people into the old downtown area. Ideally, the Association would work in 
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conjunction with the County Commissioners and the Sullivan County Department of Archives 
and Tourism to create a unified plan for the future of the Deery Inn (Bush, Steele).  
County Government  
 We do things in Sullivan County that nobody else does.  Of the…3,000, nearly 4,000  
 counties in the country, there are probably — and this was a Wall Street Journal Article,  
 and I’ve forgotten most of it —  there may be actually 300 that provide two different  
 courthouses for the county.  Sullivan County may be one of only three or four that  
 provide three different courthouses for the county.  Out of 3,000 or 4,000. So we do a lot  
 of things here that no other county, as you probably know, in rural Tennessee, they’ve got 
 a county seat and it’s the biggest place in the county.  And everybody goes there.  Well,  
 they used to go there on Saturday. But we’re unique, cause we’ve got major cities on both 
 ends of the county, and an unincorporated county seat right in the middle. So. The rise  
 of municipalities here has relegated Blountville to its status. Not a bad thing. I don’t say  
 that in a bad way (Venable). 
 Sullivan County owns the Deery Inn and maintains the physical structure at the level of 
other county-owned buildings, but does not have funding specifically allocated for improvements 
or preventive maintenance.  Although the Inn is large and expensive to maintain, it is considered 
a “high value” property because of its location and proximity to the courthouse and its 
connection to colonial history (Venable). The Inn is the centerpiece of a vision for the Historic 
Downtown area that includes trails and walking tours and incorporates the Inn and adjacent 
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historic sites into a Civil War Military Park. These plans are long-term because Blountville is not 
incorporated and has a very small revenue stream that makes community development initiatives 
difficult to fund.  Local government representatives encourage public-private partnerships that 
can help fill the gaps in funding and acknowledge that the Inn cannot depend on county funding 
to meet all of its financial needs.  
 Of the 95 counties in Tennessee, Blountville is the only unincorporated county seat in the 
state, a distinction with many ramifications.  Major cities fill both ends of the county, with 
unincorporated Blountville right in the middle. It would be the second-oldest municipality in 
Tennessee, second only to Jonesborough, but the decision was made in 1938 to decharter and 
become unincorporated.  Local historical narratives say that in 1938, the General Assembly gave 
municipalities the authority and the responsibility to issue beer and alcohol licenses, and 
“Blountville wanted no part of that” (Venable).  Whatever the reason for giving up its charter, the 
decision has greatly affected the growth of the area and has adversely affected “the opportunities 
for normal municipal programs of state and local aid” (Venable). 
 Blountville has been without representation and without the authority to tax its citizens 
for almost eight decades, leaving the Historic District without a revenue stream and dependent 
on “the goodwill of the people.”  Because of this governmental structure, “there’s no tie-in 
between having people visit Blountville and having that financially benefit 
Blountville” (Venable). In fact, the County Mayor is not even responsible for governing 
Blountville, even though his office and the courthouse are located in the historic district of what 
would be considered the heart of Blountville. 
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 This fact echoes the concerns of volunteers at the Deery Inn, who feel that Blountville is 
not a destination, because no one visits unless they are buying license tags or going to court.  The  
3,300 residents who live in the unincorporated Blountville limits leave every day to go to work, 
contributing to a sense that there “isn’t a community here” anymore (E. Bush).  The lack of 
restaurants and businesses in the old section, combined with a lack of governmental 
representation causes residents to feel disconnected from one another, undermining any sense of 
community local residents may have. As early as 1948 locals were describing Blountville as a 
“suburb of Bristol,” noting the lack of restaurants, inns, and businesses in the county seat (Smith 
57). 
 County Mayor Richard Venable intends to invest in the infrastructure of Historic 
Blountville in the hopes that beautifying and creating a pedestrian-friendly streetscape would 
encourage the organic growth of local businesses (Venable).  The county recently received a 
grant from the Department of Transportation to install sidewalks that would connect the old 
Downtown area with the library and middle school, encouraging foot traffic and slowing down 
the cars that pass in front of the Inn. Other projects, such as regrading Main Street and planting 
trees and flowers could encourage local community members to spend more time in Historic 
Blountville and would enhance community events like the Christmas Parade and the Blountville 
Flea Market (Venable).  
 Community events are planned and hosted by local residents who are members of 
“stakeholder” organizations within the town of Blountville and the surrounding area.  A 
comprehensive list of twenty-six organizations who are stakeholders in the community 
development of downtown Blountville reveals a diverse group of people and organizations 
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actively involved in community events.  These groups live, work, or gather for events in 
downtown Blountville and have an active interest in the direction county ordinances and codes 
may take. This type of community involvement is what Mayor Venable refers to as “public-
private partnerships.” The Deery Inn and other initiatives in Blountville cannot depend fully on 
government support because there is no revenue stream generated by tourism in the 
unincorporated community.  Because of this, the county is on “maintenance mode” for the Inn 
while they invest in infrastructure and Civil War interpretation to “make it important” so that 
private investors will recognize its value (Venable).     
 The county is partnered with the Battle of Blountville Civil War Military Park Committee 
to develop a 5-acre military park that preserves and interprets the site of the Battle of Blountville. 
The Civil War Trails sign on Interstate 81 draws in a number of visitors each year, and the 
Sullivan County Department of Archives and Tourism hosts “Civil War Days” annually to 
capitalize on local history associated with the “War Between the States” (Torbett, Bush, Steele).  
Part of the funding for the Civil War Military Park could provide for a staff person to be 
available in the Old Sheriff’s Home so that regular hours of operation could be established at the 
Inn, which would help greatly with publicity efforts. The Deery Inn would be a part of the Civil 
War park, and volunteers support any effort to develop programming at a county level that could 
help the Deery Inn survive and move forward (Bush, Steele). 
 The Blountville Historic District was established in 2003, as an overlay to the National 
Register of Historic Places that the Deery Inn was already listed on in 1972.  These two 
designations protect the Inn and the other historic buildings within the District. Part of the reason 
for defining the Historic District more recently was to ward off annexation and to keep 
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Blountville under county control, giving it “some kind of community identification” (Torbett).  
The Old Deery Inn and the other antebellum structures in the Historic District provide 
Blountville with a “sense of place” (Torbett).  Community members have been involved in 
preserving, protecting, and restoring the structures in the Historic District by physically 
volunteering labor, as well as by writing checks. The county could have easily leveled the Deery 
Inn and made a parking lot or converted it into office space, but then “what would be special 
about Blountville? It would be just another place to file your taxes” (Torbett).  And it cannot be 
compared to other historic downtowns in East Tennessee, such as Jonesborough or Rogersville, 
because it is primarily county and churches, with very few businesses that could impact the 
revenue stream if county government were set up differently. The fact that the county preserved 
the Historic District despite a lack of financial incentive illustrates the dedication and influence 
of local community members, and illustrates the importance of public-private partnerships in 
Blountville (Torbett).  
 The community at large feels very invested in the Historic District and in the Deery Inn.  
There have been “many hands” involved in the organization of community events such as the 
“Farm to Fork” fundraiser that was held inside the Inn last fall.  Local growers from the Farmer’s 
Market, the Culinary Arts Program at Central High School, and a local vineyard all collaborated 
to put on an event designed to showcase local food and culture. “Community folks” donated 
decorations, and local Master Gardeners provided plants.  Tickets to the event sold out, and it 
“was just a really cool way to bring us all together” (Torbett).  This type of event reinforces a 
sense of community belonging and involvement, and the volunteers at the Old Deery Inn hosted 
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the gathering, continuing in the vein of Mrs. Caldwell’s efforts to make her home the center of 
social gatherings in Blountville. 
 The role of the Old Deery Inn in the Blountville community has always blended the 
public and private spheres.  The Inn was established as a store, but the proprietors of the Inn 
traditionally lived on the property with their businesses.  When the Inn became the private 
residence of the Caldwell family in 1940, it was with more than a century of history as the 
centerpiece of Blountville’s public history and community, serving as a post office, store, 
restaurant, and hotel from 1802 until the late 1930s.   Judge Caldwell’s role as a public officer of 
the court combined with Virginia Caldwell’s love of demonstrating and teaching local traditional 
arts further blended the community’s interpretation of the Inn as a private residence and a public 
repository of community culture and memory. The Inn’s history of straddling the line between 
the public and private spheres was brought full circle in 1999, when Sullivan County assumed 
ownership of the physical structure of the Inn and a volunteer group of private citizens assumed 
responsibility for its day-to-day management and interpretation.  
 Leaving the interpretation of the Old Deery Inn largely to a group of community 
members who feel a personal connection to the history of the community, some of whom 
remember the Inn when Mrs. Caldwell lived there, has created a very bottom-up approach to 
constructing the official narrative as it relates to this historic site.  Interpretation is based on the 
lived experiences of past owners of the Inn and emphasizes an oral tradition of storytelling.  The 
Inn is historically and culturally connected to other traditional sites in the region, such as the 
Exchange Place, the Netherland Inn, and Rocky Mount, and would benefit from “hooking on” to 
the established organizations that maintain these sites (M. Bush).  
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 Sullivan County is committed to maintaining the Old Deery Inn and the Blountville 
Historic District through its policy, but the lack of a revenue stream severely hinders the 
effectiveness of those policies.  The economic impact of tourism in Sullivan County does not 
affect the revenue stream that funds the Old Deery Inn, making the county unlikely to invest in it 
as a tourist attraction. Local officials and community members hope that investing in Historic 
Downtown Blountville will call attention to its significance and attract a benefactor or increase 
the possibility of further grant funding.  The situation clearly calls for the expansion of public-
private partnerships and distributes the responsibility for maintaining this important community 
artifact among local residents and politicians alike.  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CHAPTER 5  
“AMERICA’S FIRST FRONTIER” 
 “And the goal…is to attract attention, to spawn interest.  I mean, our mission as a   
 department is to inspire travel to Tennessee.  Period.  But there’s layers to that, and  
 different tools we use to expand that.  The Vacation Guide is a very broad tool.  It is kind  
 of a…30,000 foot look, that hopefully, as people flip through it, will say, wow, that looks  
 really fun, or that looks really attractive, or I want to go there, I want to stay   
 there” (Triplett).  
 This chapter offers an overview of Tennessee government-sponsored tourism agencies, 
strategies, goals, and efforts. The Old Deery Inn meets state agency criteria to be considered a 
cultural asset and tourist attraction, but does not yet have the infrastructure in place to be 
“tourism ready” (Triplett).   The Inn is open for tours, and volunteers are working to establish its 
presence in the tourism marketplace, but the lack of regular business hours combined with an 
absence of unique restaurants and local businesses in the surrounding historic district have 
relegated the Inn to a marginal position compared to tourist attractions in Bristol and Kingsport.  
 State and local tourism agencies rely on partnerships between entities in the tourism 
industry that encourage local interpretations of individual tourist attractions.  These local 
interpretations are then situated inside the state’s overall marketing plan through the use of 
guiding categories that divide cultural assets according to their target audience and intended use. 
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In the case of the Deery Inn, much of the interpretation of the Inn focuses on its connection to 
early American history, situating the Inn comfortably within the state’s marketing narrative of 
East Tennessee as “America’s First Frontier” and mirroring attractions throughout the state that 
date to similar eras in Tennessee history.  The development of partnerships between agencies and 
attractions provides a support system that enables smaller attractions like the Deery Inn to take 
part in large-scale marketing campaigns and benefit from programs that teach volunteers how to 
use social media in order to promote events.   
 The large scale of the state’s marketing campaign takes the “stories” of the local 
interpretations of sites like the Deery Inn and blends them into an easily digestible package that 
appeals to popular culture.  The Tennessee state marketing message relies on an essentialized 
version of Appalachian culture that perpetuates “the sociohistorical construction of Appalachia as 
a distinct culture and the enculturation of this view in the public mindset” (Kant-Byers 161). 
State agencies represent Appalachia as a distinct place full of smaller, even more distinct places 
that tourists can “discover” on the backroads of Tennessee and in rural places like Blountville.   
Tourism agencies and economic development institutions in Sullivan County and at the state 
level work to “capture peoples’ attention through images or content” in an effort to “draw them 
deeper into” the idea of a place, with the end goal of “inspiring travel to Tennessee”  (Triplett). 
 There are three tourism agencies that directly market a tourism experience in Blountville:  
The Sullivan County Department of Archives and Tourism, the North East Tennessee Tourism 
Association, and the Tennessee Department of Tourist Development.  These three “tourism 
entities” individually and collectively provide marketing messages through material publications 
and web content that present local culture and history as a professionally packaged message that 
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is designed to appeal to potential guests through beautiful imagery and a branded identity that 
resonates with popular perceptions of regions and people.  In Blountville, the Sullivan County 
Department of Archives and Tourism (SCDAT) works under the umbrella of the Tennessee 
Department of Tourist Development (TDTD), acting as a local government representative for 
tourism initiatives in Sullivan County. Municipalities have further representation in the tourism 
marketplace through local Convention and Visitor’s Bureaus or the Chamber of Commerce.  
Since Blountville is unincorporated, the non-profit North East Tennessee Tourism Association 
(NETTA) could become a valuable partner for locations like the Old Deery Inn to provide 
assistance with advertising and marketing (Phelps).   
 The primary goal of these three agencies is to promote cultural assets that are distinctive 
and tied to community identity through history or traditional culture.  Tennessee “compete[s] 
with 49 other states” for tourism dollars, making it imperative to promote a unified message so 
that Tennessee’s brand remains distinctive and undiluted in the minds of potential visitors 
(Triplett). To that end, the TDTD coordinates with local agencies to connect with partners in the 
community “because they know their product” and can provide a more localized knowledge of 
cultural assets (Triplett). In 2015, tourism earned $17.7 billion dollars for Tennessee’s state-wide 
economy and brought 152,900 jobs in the tourism industry to Tennessee. According to Governor 
Bill Haslam, the jobs and income generated by visitors to the state “help improve the quality of 
life for all Tennesseans,” and they create an important revenue stream, since Tennessee’s state 
budget exists without income tax.  Future plans for the state’s economic development rely 
heavily on the tourism industry, and the governor plans to continue efforts that will increase 
revenue yearly, keeping the “entire state on a path of progress” (Snodgrass 2). 
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Branding  
 I know how we promote East Tennessee now: The rugged, beautiful mountains. The  
 incredible history.  And the Appalachian culture of crafts and music that were brought  
 over here from the Old Country that still shape opinion and culture today.  And that’s  
 something to be proud of….people from all around the world still notice that sort of  
 thing. I think it’s rock-solid that that’s a part of the state and the country that knows who  
 they are.  And there’s an awful lot of travelers out there looking authentic, genuine  
 experiences.  And it doesn't get much more authentic than East Tennessee (Triplett). 
 The TDTD is a state-funded agency charged with “inspiring travel to Tennessee” that is 
focused on making connections with industry partners, developing a “brand,” and creating a 
unifying vision that crosses into all counties and the three grand divisions that are East, Middle, 
and West Tennessee (Triplett).  The state tourism budget has doubled since 2012, and more focus 
is being given to reaching national and international, so-called “high-value” visitors who earn 
higher incomes and spend more money during vacations.  The TDTD’s marketing campaigns 
have won awards from the US Travel Association, enhancing exposure and building the 
Tennessee brand in local as well as global markets (Snodgrass 2). 
 Established in 1976, the agency is located in Nashville and operates as a representative of 
state-wide government, promoting its vision of an “authentic Tennessee” both nationally and 
internationally.  The marketing budget for this campaign reached $8.3 million dollars for fiscal 
year 2015-2016, a $342,000 increase from the previous year. The increase in resources from the 
state budget reflects the influence and revenue the TDTD has been responsible for leveraging 
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during the last decade (Snodgrass 59). The TDTD is headed by Commissioner of Tourist 
Development Kevin Triplett, who joined Governor Haslam’s cabinet in April 2015.  Before 
joining the TDTD, Triplett was vice president of public affairs for Bristol Motor Speedway, 
where he served as managing director of business operations.  In past work, he represented the 
interests of General Motors Parts and worked in various administrative positions for NASCAR, 
giving him decades of experience in business and marketing (Barnes).  He has roots and family 
connections in Sullivan County, having grown up in the Holston Valley area, and possibly 
attended Sullivan East High School when one of the Deery Inn’s docents was a teacher there, and 
is married into the family of another volunteer (Steele).  Triplett maintains social and family 
connections with residents of Bristol and the surrounding region, visiting the area frequently. 
Mayor Venable also mentioned that he and the commissioner are friends as well as colleagues, 
and have a working relationship that “goes way back.” Commissioner Triplett is proud of his 
Appalachian identity, which he expresses through his familiarity with local history and his ties to 
local culture through family relationships (Triplett).  
 Tennessee is a large and diverse state with many marketing and messaging possibilities. 
Commissioner Triplett and his team have developed a concept called the “5 Pillars” to aid in 
determining which tourism venues are included within the TDTD’s marketing campaign and to 
help guide the messaging so that state representation feels cohesive.  The 5 Pillars draw from 
accepted cultural markers and create tourist expectations for travel experiences that are 
“authentic” to Tennessee.  These “5 pillars” are consistently employed across campaigns that 
target potential guests on international, national, and local platforms. Stakeholders consider it 
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essential for the success of state-level marketing campaigns that the messaging does not become 
“diluted,” which could weaken Tennessee’s brand (Triplett).  
 The first and most widely publicized pillar has spawned its own campaign entitled “The 
Soundtrack of America,” which celebrates the seven genres of “Music” that began in Tennessee, 
as well as the many artists and venues that draw visitors from around the world.  The second 
pillar celebrates the “Scenic Beauty” of the state, and encompasses ecotourism as well as travel 
of scenic byways and outdoor recreation.  The third pillar focuses on the distinctive “History” of 
the state of Tennessee, and is reflected in tag-lines such as “America’s First Frontier” (Phelps). 
The fourth pillar is called “Experiences,” and according to Commissioner Triplett, this pillar 
references activities and events that are available during a vacation or day trip to the region, and 
may include a visit to the Deery Inn, attending an outdoor concert, driving the Sunny Side Trail, 
or eating in a local restaurant.  The fifth pillar, “Family,” describes the ways that any of the other 
four pillars may appeal to various members of the family, despite differences in age, gender, or 
interest levels (Triplett). 
 The Deery Inn is considered to be a cultural asset and partner to the TDTD because it 
“fits the criteria of [the] mission, which is trying to inspire travel to Tennessee, and fits [the] 
pillars, which obviously the Deery Inn would” (Triplett).  Specifically, the Deery Inn must meet 
at least three of the five pillars to be a partner and would match the marketing narratives that 
define “History,” “Experience,” and “Family” within the TDTD.  As a partner and potential asset 
to the tourism marketplace, the Deery Inn is entitled to benefit from the marketing campaign and 
training opportunities provided by the TDTD, including a “partner page,” seminars by field 
teams, web page maintenance, and recommendations from welcome center staff (Triplett). 
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 There are many layers and tools used to market Tennessee, and strategies are tailored to 
fit the target audience.  Advertising is not “one size fits all,” and an individualized plan that 
emphasizes distinctiveness, focusing on unique offerings and experiences, is highly valued.  A 
publication such as the Tennessee Vacation Guide is intended to give guests a “30,000 foot look” 
at the attractions that Tennessee has to offer, enticing them to look for further information about 
the aspects of Tennessee that interest them, such as history and frontier culture (Triplett).  
Covering the entire state, the magazine’s 200 pages are devoted equally to advertisement for 
commercial businesses and tourist attractions within the state, focusing primarily on the “main 
drivers” of the tourism industry (Triplett). The main drivers in Tennessee are the 5 largest 
attractions or urban centers, which account for 70% of the TDTD’s total economic impact in all 
95 counties. The top driver in Tennessee is Dollywood, which is the “number one ticketed 
attraction in the entire state” (Triplett). 
 Welcome centers around the state of Tennessee are important partners for local tourism 
sites.  Placed at strategic points along major routes into Tennessee, welcome centers act as 
distribution points for marketing literature and pamphlets produced by the state or other partners, 
and the staff often suggest attractions, pointing guests towards local museums, restaurants, 
outdoor activities, or music venues.  The Bristol welcome center is the state’s most visited, and 
staff at that facility are able to influence guests’ destinations by suggesting places to visit and 
highlighting important landmarks in the area, such as the Birthplace of Country Music Museum 
or the Deery Inn.  These “first contacts” are an important part of the tourism network in East 
Tennessee, and partner closely with local Convention and Visitors Bureaus.  Literature and 
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publications for local attractions are widely distributed to out-of-state guests at these contact 
points (Triplett, Phelps). 
  
 The Tennessee Vacation Guide is intended to be an entry into the Tennessee brand, 
providing an overview of the state’s assets through an eye-catching publication that relies on 
highly recognizable cultural markers, designed to appeal to potential guests located outside of the 
region.  By placing a photo of Dolly Parton on the cover of the “2016 Official Vacation Guide,” 
for example, the marketing message references the state’s number one economic driver, as well 
as a culturally significant figure who represents a version of Appalachian and Tennessee identity 
recognized across the globe.  The cover is printed entirely in shades of red, white, and blue, and 
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Figure 7. Dolly’s Cover 
 2016 Tennessee Vacation Guide. Digital image. Tennessee Vacation. Web. 13 March 2017.
highlights several urban centers around state, including Memphis, Chattanooga, Nashville, and 
Knoxville, as well as significant attractions and events (Tennessee Vacation Guide).  
 The contents of the magazine are divided by the “5 pillars” and by the “3 grand 
divisions,” with Northeast Tennessee represented on ten of the 225 pages that make up the 
Vacation Guide. Alongside a phonebook-like listing of local attractions, the Guide contains a 
multitude of graphic design and imagery produced by local tourism agencies, linking the TDTD 
to its partners within the region. The TDTD’s official website, tnvacation.com, also “drives 
traffic” to local partners, and is currently undergoing a complete overhaul, as the current version 
is “outdated” and does not match up with campaigns across Facebook, Pinterest, and Snapchat 
(Triplett). According to Commissioner Triplett, the Deery Inn “meets at least three of the 5 
Pillars,” making it eligible to have a “Partner Page” on the official tnvacation.com website 
(Triplett).  These webpages are user-generated and require a representative of the Inn to fill out a 
form and upload high-quality photos, creating opportunities for tourist attractions, such as the 
Deery Inn, to network with other historic sites in the area and gain advertising exposure. Partners 
can use the official website to benefit from the state’s multi-million dollar marketing campaign, 
and are eligible to attend seminars and receive training on marketing strategies for local 
attractions (Triplett, Phelps). 
 The current content of tnvacation.com relies on an antique aesthetic, which is reflected in 
the design choices of all of the published materials provided by the TDTD.  Background 
templates for each webpage are made up of antique-looking maps of different regions in 
Tennessee.  The colors are muted and soft, and all of the fonts look as though they could have 
been made on a printing press.  The grand divisions are represented by a primitive compass that 
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may have been hand drawn, and icons denoting categorized events are in a similar format. The 
majority of the photographs on the website portray beautiful scenery, happy families, or 
musicians in a concert setting (TDTD).  East Tennessee is represented as a place of “wholesome 
fun, outdoor adventure, culture and heritage” where visitors can see beautiful scenery, hike the 
Appalachian Trail, or visit the Birthplace of Country Music.  Bluegrass and storytelling festivals 
are promoted, along with the “homespun allure of arts and crafts and childlike fun at Dollywood” 
(TDTD “East Tennessee”). 
 The rollout of an updated web design and fresh ad campaign is due during the spring of 
2017, and the TDTD is currently investing significant resources into the design and 
implementation of a newer, fresher version of its published materials (Triplett). Tourism 
marketing is “notoriously trendy,” and guests have a discerning eye for what appear to be stale or 
outdated ad campaigns (Phelps).  NETTA is also in the process of rebranding the eight counties 
that make up its association, marking the first time the tag-line and logo have been revisited 
locally in 17 years (Phelps). Choices for the rebranding of East Tennessee were heavily 
researched through focus groups and surveys, and members of NETTA were asked to provide 
input and opinions on the final decisions.   
 Local representation within NETTA leans toward business interests and members of local 
government, but the collaborative nature of the organization leaves room for community 
members and private citizens who volunteer at historic sites like the Deery Inn to make their 
voices part of the conversation.  The old tagline, introduced around 2000, is “Tennessee’s First 
Frontier,” which focuses almost exclusively on the historical aspects of Tennessee tourism.  
NETTA will introduce the tagline “There’s More….” in the spring of 2017 (Phelps).  This tagline 
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aims to diversify Tennessee’s identity in the tourism marketplace by remaining open-ended and 
inspiring guests to “dig deeper” into the types of experiences that are available in East 
Tennessee.  The new logo that accompanies the tagline features the shape of the Northeast 
portion of the state, “so you see the little point, and that assists with identifying where our region 
is” (Phelps).  
 NETTA is a part of the First Tennessee Development District, and was formed in 1977 as 
a non-profit.  Its primary goal is to increase the economic impact of tourism in the eight counties 
that comprise northeast Tennessee: Sullivan, Washington, Greene, Carter, Unicoi, Hawkins, and 
Hancock counties.  The state of Tennessee has a total of eight entities that serve a similar 
function in the tourism industry, and though the TDTD contributes funding to all of them, 
NETTA is a stand-alone agency that acts as an advocate for local communities and businesses, 
encouraging partnerships and marketing the region as a whole in order to boost the economic 
impact of local tourism (Phelps). 
 NETTA is overseen by Executive Director Alicia Phelps who heads a board made up of 
representatives from the region’s eight counties, as well as members representing local cities, 
including Johnson City and Bristol, and other “tourism entities,” such as the Carnegie Hotel or 
the Mary B. Martin Program for the Arts.  Any organization involved in the tourism marketplace, 
including the Old Deery Inn, is eligible for membership in NETTA as long as they are willing to 
“pay to play” (Phelps). NETTA membership fees are a line item in Sullivan County’s nonprofit 
funding list, and Sullivan County Mayor Richard Venable has served on NETTA's executive 
board in past years (Venable). 
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  Maintaining relationships with government and state representatives in Nashville, as well 
as local partners, the NETTA organization acts as a go-between, building consensus among local 
“providers” in order to present a unified regional identity that becomes a part of the TDTD’s 
marketing message.  The regional tagline “America’s First Frontier” appears in local and state 
publications and has been used extensively in marketing local historical tourist attractions, most 
notably in the “Discover Tennessee Trails & Byways” initiative that connects urban centers with 
rural areas in Tennessee. 
Sunny Side: Early Country Trail  
 The TDTD’s “Discover Tennessee Trails and Byways” marketing campaign promotes 
rural tourism by building off of Tennessee’s existing Scenic Byways and promotes sixteen 
“amusement park inspired” regional driving tours that incorporate names and tag-lines drawn 
from the history and culture of the surrounding countryside.  The Old Deery Inn is located along 
Highway 126, a rural route that is part of the network of rural highways that make up the Sunny 
Side Trail.  The sixteen “Discover Tennessee” trails traverse the length of the state of Tennessee, 
and touch or pass through all 95 counties. Each trail is branded through an association with a 
distinctive aspect of local culture, and this individualized brand is then fit into the overarching 
brand of the main marketing campaign promoted by the TDTD, building a cohesive image that 
encourages neighboring counties to cooperate in order to “leverage tourism dollars through 
partnerships” (Snodgrass 20). The result is an “undiluted” media message that makes use of 
television, social media, and website traffic, and is connected through its presentation as 
representative of the “real” and “authentic” Tennessee experience (Triplett).    
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 The only local implementation of the Discover Tennessee Trails & Byways in East 
Tennessee is the “Sunny Side Trail,” named in reference to the Carter Family’s hit song “Keep 
on the Sunny Side” (Caudel).  The trail was officially opened in 2010 and represents “one of the 
most comprehensive marketing and branding initiatives ever to be launched from the state’s 
tourism department” (Caudel).  The Sunny Side Trail uses established scenic byways and old 
rural routes to locate cultural assets, forming a visitor-friendly self-guided driving tour.  The 
connective web of the Sunny Side Trail’s theme combines advertising resources within the 
tourism industry, and promotes partnerships across county lines.  These collaborative 
partnerships help attractions “tell the story” by providing exposure and encouraging guests to 
extend their stay in order to continue exploring local culture (Triplett). Visitors are encouraged to 
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Figure 8. Portions of the Sunny Side Cover
 Sunny Side Trail Guide. Digital image. Tennessee Vacation. Web. 13 March 2017. 
Photo credit Adam Jones.
“hit the road” with downloadable travel apps that will help them “uncover hidden gems” in rural 
and remote areas of the state, allowing them to experience forms of authentic cultural 
expressions that can’t be found in urban centers (TDTD “East Tennessee”). 
 The TDTD’s website, tnvacation.com, promotes the Sunny Side Trail as a drive through 
the “lush Appalachian countryside” that will take visitors to the “authentic” places and 
“attractions that make up the fabric of Tennessee” (“Trails and Byways”). Visitors can “keep on 
the Sunny Side” until they reach Bristol, which is described as “tucked away in the corner of the 
state” and reflects the perceived remoteness of East Tennessee in relation to Nashville and other 
urban centers (“Trails and Byways”). The marketing strategy relies on established Appalachian 
essentializations such as the region’s “unspoiled natural beauty,” the prevalence of “frontier 
towns,” and “Appalachian craft heritage” to promote the TDTD’s view of local culture (“Trails 
and Byways”). As Commissioner Triplett describes it, the scenic beauty and cultural 
distinctiveness of small, rural towns in the region provides his agency with valuable material to 
generate marketing campaigns: “We have gold all over this state.  It’s just a matter of mining it 
and develop[ing] travelers and visitors” (Smith 2). 
 The Sunny Side marketing message follows the narrative of the NETTA-created tagline 
“American’s First Frontier” and prominently highlights “one-of-a-kind places,” “arts and crafts,” 
“storytelling,” “the Birthplace of Country Music,” and “main streets” on its front page (“Sunny 
Side” 1-2). The Sunny Side Trail is a 475 mile circle, and winds in a leisurely fashion through a 
dozen counties in East Tennessee (“Sunny Side” 24-25).  The Sunny Side map and tour guide 
represents a comprehensive list of tourist attractions and sites of interest compiled by tourism 
agencies and formatted to “showcase tourism’s major sites as well as our state’s off-the-beaten-
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path attractions, which the tourism marketplace values as some of Tennessee’s greatest assets 
(Caudel). 
  
  For each of the sixteen regional driving tours, “multiple agencies” collaborated to 
“showcase local gems such as wineries, historic main streets, quaint restaurants and scenic spots 
for outdoor adventure” (Caudel). Different categories of attractions are marked with small  
colorful circles that depict an icon related to each category.  Attractions are symbolized in 
thirteen categories, including “Food &Wine,” “Great Outdoors,” “Lodging,” and “Civil 
War” (“Sunny Side” cover). These symbols appear alongside attractions listed on the trail and 
also have separate pages dedicated to each one so that visitors can easily find restaurants and 
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Figure 9. Sunny Side Trail Marker 
Old Deery Inn & Museum, 28 March 2017.
wineries, festivals, lodging, and outdoor activities “along the Sunny Side Trail” (“Sunny Side” 
20-29). 
 Cultural assets such as the Old Deery Inn are numbered and listed with a photograph and 
a short description highlighting the notable history or interesting facts about each “stop” on the 
Sunny Side.  The Old Deery Inn & Museum is stop 123 in the Bristol/Blountville section of the 
guide.  The accompanying photo is taken from the steps of the old Presbyterian Church across 
the street, giving the Inn the appearance of being set back from the road, with a large lawn and 
spacious grounds. Three attraction symbols mark the Inn: “Civil War,” “Festivals,” and “National 
Register of Historic Places,” and three sentences of text describe the Inn’s role in local history, 
focusing on the Stage Coach Road, famous guests, and the Battle of Blountville, with a mention 
of the collection of historic outbuildings (“Sunny Side” 33). 
 All of the attractions listed in the Sunny Side Trail brochure are tourism partners, but 
partners could include any group or individual business who is involved in the tourism industry 
(Triplett). “Partnerships are critical,” Triplett says, because “very few partners are positioned to 
handle everything themselves.” The Discover Tennessee Byways & Trails campaign is an 
important marketing tool that encourages connection between partners and benefits the economic 
impact of tourism in rural Tennessee (Triplett). In Blountville, the Deery Inn is a “crown jewel,” 
but it is not a stand-alone attraction.  Commissioner Triplett does not believe that a guest would 
fly or drive in from out of state just to visit the Deery, but someone who was in town to visit 
family or who had traveled here to see a race at the Bristol Motor Speedway may be enticed to 
add an extra day to their vacation in order to visit a site like the Deery Inn. By forging 
connections between other local sites that mirror the Deery Inn’s history and “pooling 
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resources,” the Deery Inn could maximize its economic impact by enticing guests to extend a 
visit to an overnight stay, or an overnight stay to a week-long visit.  Extending a guest’s stay is 
the ultimate goal, allowing municipalities and the state to collect a lodging tax, which is an 
important and “hefty” part of the revenue stream (Phelps).  
 Combining resources with other local sites that encompass similar stories would provide 
opportunities to market the Deery Inn as a part of a package, encouraging visitors to criss-cross 
Sullivan County.  A package tour that included the Deery Inn, the Exchange Place, Rocky 
Mount, and the Netherland Inn could be marketed as a 3-night stay, which would benefit all four 
historical sites, as well as local restaurants, gas stations, and hotels (Phelps, Venable).  A 
successful example of this strategy exists in Knoxville, where nine historic sites in the Old City 
participate in a cooperative relationship.  These nine sites are included on one passport-like 
ticket, which receives a “punch” at each location and never expires.  The staff at these sites 
recognized the value in marketing themselves as a whole, generating interest in a shared target 
audience by providing a “package deal” (Bush, Triplett). 
 We also know from our research, and everything else, that few people are gonna get on a  
 plane and fly to the TriCities just to go to the Deery Inn.  But can we get them there…if  
 they’re there for a race.  Or if they’re there for a Battle at Bristol.  Or if they’re there for a 
 family reunion.  Or if they’re there for something else.  Could we then say, hey! Friday  
 after Thanksgiving when everybody at your house is driving you crazy (laughs).  You  
 know? Right down the road is a really cool piece of history (Triplett). 
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 The Old Deery Inn is represented in state-sponsored tourism literature as a historically 
significant site deep in East Tennessee that is inherently Appalachian because of its location and 
because of its ties to outside perceptions of local culture. The official narrative promoted by the 
TDTD places Blountville in a romanticized and commercialized version of East Tennessee  
that perpetuates a “historical pattern of cultural distinction” that is used to differentiate Tennessee 
from the other 49 states in order to promote tourism (Kant-Byers 161). The TDTD’s strategy is to 
emphasize “where we are unique” and chooses to “tell the story” through iconic stereotypes that 
resonate with potential tourists (Triplett).  The use of iconic stereotypes is effective as a 
marketing strategy because these symbolic representations draw in potential guests by using 
images that are intended to evoke an “emotionalized experience of place” (Kant-Byers 168). 
 Symbols of Appalachia may not be enough to entice visitors to the region, and both the 
TDTD and NETTA representatives acknowledged that the Inn is not a stand-alone attraction. The 
Inn’s irregular hours of operation combined with a lack of attractions in Blountville is a good 
indicator that people will not travel a great distance to visit it, although it is the “crown jewel” of 
Blountville’s historic district.  Partnerships are critical for the Inn’s success, and, besides NETTA 
and the TDTD, they include the volunteers who run the Inn, other historic sites in adjoining 
counties, and local businesses.  Ideally, partnerships should capitalize on the specialized interests 
of tourists who are willing to travel and invest in tourism attractions that interpret history, 
frontier culture, or Civil War reenactments.  The Deery Inn is described by state agencies as an 
“asset” and a “partner” in industry terms, but it is also recognized as the site of lived experiences 
that reflect a strong connection to local history and culture. Text included in the Sunny Side 
Brochure places the Old Deery Inn within the state’s narrative of frontier culture, and emphasizes 
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its connections to important nineteenth century political figures in an effort to establish its 
importance within the state’s history and connect the lived experience of the town of Blountville 
with recognizable cultural icons like Andrew Jackson. Such a focus on the origins of the Inn and 
its early history denies the community narrative and lived experiences that make the Inn relevant 
inside the Blountville community.   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CHAPTER 6 
“SOMETIMES LEGEND IS BETTER THAN PIECES OF PAPER” 
 The unofficial narrative of Blountville’s history and community identity is made up of 
collections of family histories, which are shared within a family unit, and which overlap with 
other family histories, especially in a community where people don’t change houses “unless they 
die.”  Two centuries of shared history can best be expressed and remembered when the stories 
have a material artifact or location tied to their remembrance.  When touring the Old Deery Inn, 
every room and every artifact has a story attached to it, because “sometimes legend is better than 
pieces of paper” (Acuff). What began as an oral tradition has more recently evolved into an effort 
to coordinate and document local history so that it can be presented as part of a tourist attraction. 
This section will answer my first research question:  How did the narrative history surrounding 
the Inn evolve, and what role does the community narrative play in current interpretation of the 
Inn?  
 Current interpretation of the Inn has developed out of a long tradition of storytelling 
about the building and grounds, the artifacts, and the local historical narrative.  I believe that 
Mrs. Caldwell’s voice is present in every modern telling and retelling of the story of the Old 
Deery Inn. She performed the story of the Inn to school groups, historical society tours, private 
citizens, and newspaper reporters so often that her version of events became the accepted history, 
blending the official narrative seamlessly with the oral tradition. The keepers of these stories has 
changed and volunteers and community members now perform Mrs. Caldwell’s rituals, dressing 
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in period clothing in order to reproduce social events and “early living skills” that follow the 
local narrative of the Inn, connecting the production of the narrative to the performance of 
collective social memory, and allowing community members to maintain control and ownership 
of historical knowledge (Connerton 1).   
 Volunteers who spend time at the Inn have developed a deep, empathetic connection to 
the place and its artifacts that is reinforced through group performance of rituals that tie current 
interpreters to the previous owners of the Inn (Relph 58). Community identity and the Inn’s 
“sense of place” are tied to each other through the “myths, rituals, images, histories, and icons” 
of the “Deery Days” and Mrs. Caldwell (Miller 452).  These stories recall the times when 
Blountville was a “famous” and important place, the center of local government, culture, and 
commerce. This period in Blountville’s history has passed out of living memory and survives 
only by its attachment to the built environment of “Old Blountville” and the stories that 
community members associate with those structures. County officials plan to use grant money to 
build connective sidewalks and beautify the downtown area in order to leverage the community’s 
appreciation of the collection of nineteenth century buildings in the historic downtown, in the 
hopes that “making it important” will attract new funding opportunities (Venable). By building 
sidewalks and adding an attractive streetscape in downtown Blountville, county government will 
invest in infrastructure that accentuates local history and appeals to visitors, showing that 
development and change are a necessary part of “telling the story” of Old Blountville.    
 The story of the Old Deery Inn is told through the many iterations of its role in the 
community and its evolving physical structure, making it a “palimpsest for [Blountville’s] 
ancestry and biography” (Hawke 23). The changes to its appearance match the evolving nature of 
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its function in the town of Blountville, and are a manifestation of the stories that were told within 
the community about Blountville’s development.  The Inn’s form followed its function, 
transforming along with the early settlement period, into a hub of travel and activity, succumbing 
to subsequent economic declines, and then getting a new life as a grand old home for 
Blountville’s twentieth century power couple.  The Old Deery Inn’s rebirth as a museum and 
center for living history and local culture is one of many transformations that add to its story and 
recreate its relevance to local residents.    
 A variety of individuals and organizations are stake-holders in the Inn, though volunteers 
and government representatives who maintain and develop programming at the Inn are divided 
into different ideologies that guide their decision making processes.  Within these levels of 
involvement and ideological divides, a community-led effort to negotiate the uses and meaning 
of the Inn is prompting a need to assign responsibility and locate funding for the care of the Inn’s 
physical structure and the development of a marketing plan that will help the Inn become 
“tourism ready.”  Participants in this study expressed both frustration and excitement about the 
potential future of the Inn and the town of Blountville in the tourism marketplace, leading me to 
my second research question:  Do community members and government representatives 
cooperate or hinder one another as they work to preserve and develop the Inn as a tourist 
destination? 
 Though there is some tension between local agency representatives and volunteers, the 
volunteers are able to partner with county officials in a cooperative relationship as they work to 
preserve and develop the Inn as a tourist destination, and the Sullivan County Historical 
Preservation Association is made up of both community members and county government 
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representatives.  The nature of county politics and government structures creates a lack of 
economic incentive for developing Downtown Blountville.  Tourism revenue that is generated in 
Blountville does not necessarily financially benefit Blountville, making the care and maintenance 
of the Deery Inn an act of “goodwill” on the part of county officials.  This lack of certainty of 
funding puts the Inn and its caretakers in a tenuous position, where love of place, community 
history, and local tradition have become important considerations that volunteers are leveraging 
in order to generate a more financially secure future for the Inn. Writing from Chapter 3 of this 
thesis was used recently in a proposal put before the County Commission by the SCHPA in order 
to secure funding for needed maintenance at the Inn.  $30,000 was awarded for painting and 
structural improvements, with an additional yearly budget of $10,000 (E. Bush). This kind of 
financial buy-in on the future of the Inn reassures community members that county officials are 
invested in preservation efforts and, equally importantly, that their volunteer efforts are seen and 
appreciated by local officials.     
 Among the volunteers, there also exist ideological divides.  There are Preservationists, 
who would like to take the Inn “back to the Deery Days” and want to present “the facts” of its 
historical significance, preserving the story of the Inn in a more “historically pure” form that 
relies on dry, documented history rather than personal narratives (Bush, Triplett). These 
Preservationists would like to see the Inn developed into a traditional museum that relies on 
curated artifacts with interpretive text that encourages guests to take a “self-guided tour” of the 
Inn and grounds.  The Preservationist’s role is behind the scenes, as a museum manager or expert 
who provides guidance for exhibits, but who would not participate in dressing up in period 
costumes or hosting events with party food. The Preservationist has been outvoted within the 
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Association by community members who want to “make the Inn come alive again” in the 
manner of Mrs. Caldwell. The day-to-day running of the Inn is managed by Interpreters who 
favor storytelling and demonstration and connect the Inn to guests and local residents through an 
emphasis on the emotional and messy human elements of the story. 
 The Interpreters who currently manage the Inn are carrying on the tradition of welcoming 
guests into the Inn, and sharing experiences in the manner of Mrs. Caldwell. They stage exhibits 
and tell the Inn’s story through an emphasis on the lived experiences of early Americans, while 
acknowledging the influence that Mrs. Caldwell had on the Inn’s physical structure. The goal of 
these Interpreters is to inspire new volunteers and educate guests, and they invite participation by 
encouraging an exchange of stories about the Inn with guests who have personal connections to 
the Caldwell period of its history (M. Bush). These Interpreters are also more open to hosting 
events at the Inn that promote community building, such as the Farm to Fork dinner and the Boy 
Scout textile merit badge demonstrations. These events partner with community organizations 
and draw new and different guests into the Inn, which could lead to the development of revenue 
streams if opportunities for paid events were expanded. Preservationists are resistant to this 
approach and do not want the Inn made it into a “children’s museum” or a banquet hall (Bush). 
Disagreements over the use and the role of the Deery Inn as a museum have led to power 
struggles between volunteers and local government representatives, who seek to control 
narratives and programming as well as funding and maintenance of the physical structure.   
 Within the community, interpreters and preservationists alike believe that the main 
function of places like the Old Deery Inn and Museum is to remind us all of where we came 
from; to encourage us to remember where we’ve been as a people so that we can know “where 
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we’re going” in the future. Such a community-binding historical narrative helps the next 
generation understand the importance of their own personal and community history, and invests 
them in preserving and maintaining the community record by participating in the exchange of 
stories that are focused on the Old Deery Inn, which is the locus of Blountville’s community 
identity.  
 Preservationists and Interpreters have expressed some tension over the “truth” of the 
stories that revolve around the Inn.  Some community members say that Mrs. Caldwell 
embellished parts of her narrative, and a few local historians of her generation were accused of 
“stretching” the facts to make Blountville more historically significant.  In 1979, a “simmering 
feud” between the author of Historic Sites of Sullivan County and one of her primary researchers 
was documented in the Kingsport-Times News, and serves as a reminder that tensions 
surrounding the meaning and interpretations of historic buildings in downtown Blountville often 
stretch back generations (Kaszuba 1). Interpreters acknowledge that their story about the Inn is 
continually revised and expanded based on new information and insights about the previous 
owners and regional history.  
 Mrs. Caldwell’s family history ties her and, by association, the Inn, to some of Virginia’s 
“first families.” The Byars and the Preston families were some of the wealthiest landowners in 
the region, owning thousands of acres and hundreds of slaves between them. One of Mrs. 
Caldwell’s Preston ancestors built the Martha Washington Inn in Abingdon, Virginia, as a 
“retirement home” after the War of 1812, and the vast majority of her relatives lived in named 
estates that were popularly referred to as “plantations.” Her husband’s family was equally 
illustrious, as he descended from wealthy landowners and powerful politicians. His grandfather 
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was the first mayor of Bristol, and his political position made him a very powerful member of 
local communities.   
 Blountville’s association with plantations and its subsequent nickname, the “Little 
Confederacy” led to a popular perception that Blountville is “out of step” with neighboring 
counties, both politically and culturally.  Mrs. Caldwell’s grandfathers served in the Confederate 
Army and later became influential in local government.  Blountville was home to Dixiecrats and 
Confederate sympathizers after the War Between the States, leading to a world view that 
remained fixed on the past, and which idealized the Old Dominion lifeways of the antebellum 
South. Mrs. Caldwell’s lifestyle at the Old Deery Inn emphasized her connections with her 
family’s lived experiences as she interpreted them through the artifacts and stories that were 
handed down to her from past generations.  Blountville’s community commons is embedded 
within the larger historical narratives of Northeast Tennessee and Southwest Virginia, and 
mirrors the history and experiences of other communities within the region.  Local history 
acknowledges the devastation of the Civil War, the changes in economy and culture when the 
railroad bypassed Blountville, and the socioeconomic effects of the town’s current status as a 
suburb of Bristol.  Community members place their history in relation to “larger-than-local 
forces,” constructing a historical narrative that provides regional and social context (Miller 447).  
 This inclusive view of local and regional history combined with the influence of Mrs. 
Caldwell’s family history puts some of the Inn’s interpretation at odds with the official state 
narrative of the culture and history of East Tennessee, and specifically with the portrayal of 
Blountville as a part of the narrative that surrounds Appalachia within state tourism marketing 
initiatives.  This observation leads me to my third research question:  How do community 
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members and policy makers employ the historical narrative of the Inn to promote it as a cultural 
heritage tourism destination, and do tourism agencies accurately represent the community’s 
narrative of local history?  
 The TDTD’s marketing strategy appeals to tourist expectations through imagery and text 
that reflect an “emotionalized experience” of place and a “personal preference for 
nostalgia” (Kant-Byers 165-6). Within this marketing strategy, the Inn’s ties to frontier culture 
are promoted almost exclusively, with Mrs. Caldwell acknowledged only in relation to the 
structural changes that visitors may notice, such as the Smithsonian Gates and the beautiful 
paneling in the Map Room. Additionally, the Slave Quarters are a draw for visitors, but the 
implications of Mr. Deery as a slave owner are glossed over in favor of the story that he was a 
poor immigrant from Ireland and a hard worker who became successful in colonial America. The 
same is true for Mrs. Caldwell’s story, which emphasizes her role in the community as both a 
preservationist and an interpreter of local culture.  Community members are proud of her 
aristocratic background, but do not often acknowledge that she is descended from plantation 
owners whose wealth was made with slave labor.   
 Rather than presenting a complex and nuanced representation of Appalachia that 
acknowledges economic disadvantages and a history of misrepresentation, the TDTD participates 
in the misrepresentation of Appalachia as one of the “underlying structures enabling the 
continuation of stereotypes” (Kant-Byers 168). This somewhat shallow view of Appalachian 
culture and history contributes to the “brand” that identifies East Tennessee within the tourism 
marketplace. Rural tourism initiatives employ the myth of geographical isolation that has been 
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persistently applied to the region, and encourages the continuation of the “exploration and 
discovery” narratives that defined the local color movement of the late 1800s (Hsiung 56, 78).   
 In a repudiation of the myth of geographical isolation, connections between plantations, 
settlements, and families in the frontier era is illustrated by the extensive interconnectedness of 
surnames and “ancestral homes” in the region.  The physical structure of the Inn as well as the 
family names that are associated with the Caldwells shows the web of social and kinship ties 
between settlements and stagecoach inns in early American history.  Far from being an isolated 
community in the corner of Tennessee, Blountville sat at a major crossroads that connected 
travelers from north to south and east to west.  Mrs. Caldwell used these geographical and 
kinship connections to acquire architectural artifacts that were used in the 1940 remodeling of 
the Inn, importing “old wood and old nails” to transform the Inn from a center of commerce into 
a private residence that was a representation of her sense of self.   
 Although she was considered a preservationist because she “saved” the Inn and the 
relocated log cabins in the backyard, her style of interpretation included her “invented rituals” 
and traditions. Mrs. Caldwell was not concerned with preserving the Inn, and by extension the 
narrative, in a historically “pure” form. Rather, she transformed the Inn’s space and meaning to 
reflect her sense of personal history, which included colonial and frontier history, early American 
living, Native crafts, and the “grand living” of the antebellum South, which is still told from Mrs. 
Caldwell’s perspective, and emphasizes the female experience.  The stories of the Old Deery Inn 
encompass this varied and multi-temporal historical narrative in a way that resonates with local 
community members who have had similar oral traditions through their own personal kinship 
relationships.   
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 Mrs. Caldwell embodied the matriarchal archetype of a certain generation of “grand 
dame,” and her material environment emphasized her “ancestral” connection to the region. 
Architectural artifacts such as the paneling in the Map Room elevated the Inn from a purely 
functional public space into a formal and elegant representation of Mrs. Caldwell’s family 
history.  Telling the story of where the paneling came from allowed Mrs. Caldwell to assert her 
family’s prominence and legacy in relation to the history of the region and within the local 
community.  When she is spoken of within the “old Blountville” community, it is as “a Byars” or 
“a Preston” of Virginia. Mrs. Caldwell’s family connections and life story are known “with an 
intimacy that stretches back over generations” and confirms her “insideness” as a community 
member (Hawke 241).  The result of this insider status is that the Deery Inn is “imbued with 
history” that feels ordinary and may be accessed through “memory talk” that might make it 
difficult for an outsider to appreciate all the nuance and subtlety of social relationships within the 
community (Hawke 242). References to the Byars and Preston family names by community 
members comes with an implicit understanding of social hierarchy, and this ritual ensures that 
these family names remain in the community commons.  As one narrator describes Mrs. 
Caldwell, she was in a very elevated social class from the rest of the community. “I mean, we 
were just ordinary people with ordinary things, compared to what she had and the way she used 
it” (Livesay). She not only came from a “well-to-do” family, but she was a throwback to an era 
of gracious living and ladylike behavior that resonated with the community’s collective 
memories of historical narratives that placed Blountville at the center of social and cultural life in 
the era of westward expansion and prosperity before the Civil War. 
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 In contrast to the elegant and aristocratic interior of the Inn, Mrs. Caldwell had her 
“primitive” artifacts in the outbuildings, where she practiced her “Appalachian crafts” (Livesay).  
Mrs. Caldwell referred to her practices as Native American or “pioneer” skills, but friends and 
community members categorized them as “Appalachian,” suggesting that spinning, weaving, and 
basket-making were outside of the skill set that a “grand lady” would have, and that Mrs. 
Caldwell did not think of herself as an Appalachian. There was a clear distinction between her 
authentic, lived experience and her interest in “Appalachian crafts” and the traditional art forms 
of the “Cherokee Indians” (Lawson).  The conflation of these two cultural expressions illustrates 
their separateness from everyday lived experiences, and the perception of Appalachia as a 
“subaltern entity parallel to that of other minority groups” (Satterwhite 11). 
 The “staged representations” that are created by living history demonstrations at the Inn 
feel authentic to the practitioner because they “provide opportunities to express and maintain…
local culture” as it was interpreted by Mrs. Caldwell (Becker 8).  By weaving and preserving the 
“distaff side” of the Inn’s history, both Mrs. Caldwell and the Inn’s current docents have drawn 
attention to the lived experiences of women and slaves, glorifying the work of the “womenfolk,” 
which is often invisible (Lawson). In her 1970 interview, Mrs. Caldwell talks a great deal about 
the work of weaving, leading her interviewer, who is a young man, to share a fond reminiscence 
of spending “hours” making rugs with his mother. The warmth in his voice and the enjoyment in 
Mrs. Caldwell’s response shows that there is an emotional connection to the lives, skills, and 
impact of women and their “work,” and that Mrs. Caldwell was aware that her representation of 
another social group’s tradition was as practical as the “authentic” version in “satisfying the 
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needs” of her audience (Becker 8).  Her use of Appalachian craft demonstrations to draw people 
into her home and at festivals made her skills both a “commodity and a history” (Becker 8).  
 Mrs. Caldwell was the original Interpreter of the Old Deery Inn, as evidenced by the 
framed newspaper article on display at the entrance to the Inn.  The article is titled “Old Deery 
Inn is Opened for Tours” and features a large, color photograph of Mrs. Caldwell standing in 
front of the Inn in full period regalia (Long).  The Caldwell name is also visible on the vast 
majority of historical markers that were installed around the Inn’s exterior when it was first listed 
on the National Historic Register in the 1970s.  The traditions and narratives centered around the 
Inn only make sense to the community and resonate personally with the volunteers if Mrs. 
Caldwell’s role in current interpretations is acknowledged.  For some community members who 
had strong personal ties to Mrs. Caldwell, the Inn has been restored too purely to its early history 
and no longer “resonates” with them on a personal level (Livesay).  Preservationists and tourism 
initiatives that do not recognize the lived experiences of Virginia Caldwell risk alienating 
community members whose personal histories are tied up in Mrs. Caldwell’s rituals, and who 
relate to community identity through the narrative that began when the Caldwells purchased the 
Inn in 1940. 
The Way Forward  
 The future success of the Inn as both a tourist destination and a local representation of 
culture and history depends on the ability of stakeholders to form and maintain partnerships that 
will leverage all available sources of funding, while still allowing community members to initiate 
and influence cultural programming that accurately reflects community identity. One option for 
the community would be an ecomuseological approach, which would promote partnerships by 
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emphasizing joint-ownership between stakeholders, and would leave space for interpretation that 
“stresses the subjective and contextual aspects” of the local historical narrative (Hawke 243).  
Such a partnership would require the Preservationists and Interpreters to compromise on the role 
of the Inn in the community, but would help bridge the divide between these two schools of 
thought because it places value on “process over product” approach to local cultural identity that 
blends the professional voice with the vernacular voice (Hawke 242). This type of “co-creation 
of meaning” provides community members with a voice in the “ever changing and plural 
meanings” of the Old Deery Inn, and would allow volunteers to marry the legacy of Mrs. 
Caldwell’s interpretation with current historical documentation projects (Hawke 243).  
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Figure 10. “Old Deery Inn is Opened for Tours”  
Docent Pam Hebert. 08 December 2016. 
 Partnerships between volunteers and professionals will be a necessary step in 
refashioning the Inn as a tourist destination because it is not a stand-alone attraction and will not 
be “tourism ready” until the staff is expanded to include a paid administrator to organize events, 
volunteers, and marketing.  As much as the current Interpreters love the building and its history, 
the job of running and maintaining an attraction of the size of the Deery Inn requires more 
dedicated hours in the week than most volunteers are able to give.  As discussed in Chpater 4, 
community members are hopeful that the implementation of the Civil War Military Park will 
open the door for funding and staffing in the Historic Downtown that would benefit the 
Association and the Deery Inn. 
 Once the Inn becomes fully tourism ready, the State’s marketing machine will help them 
move forward with advertising, and representatives at the Bristol welcome center will send 
travelers their way.  There are examples of this type of growth and development at the Chester 
Inn in Jonesborough and at the Netherland Inn in Kingsport.  Both assets are from the same time 
period and got their start through community involvement until they became viable tourist 
attractions, and both would be locations for further research on the topic.   
 In its current state, the Inn represents more of a financial liability for the county than a 
cultural asset for the tourism industry.  County government structures have created an absence of 
funding for Sullivan County’s seat, meaning that drawing tourists into Historic Blountville does 
not equal funding for Historic Blountville (Venable). Though the Inn is described as “high value” 
and is considered the “crown jewel” of preservation efforts in the downtown, there is not an 
economic incentive to develop it as a tourism site.  It is up to community members to continue to 
pressure county government and organize community groups that will help raise funds and 
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provide physical labor to promote and maintain local historic landmarks. Tourism in Blountville 
does benefit Sullivan County as a whole, especially when those visits are combined with 
overnight stays, and taxes can be collected from local hotels, gas stations, and restaurants.  
Though Blountville sees little economic development based on tourism initiatives, the state and 
local governments rely on income from tourism.   
 Tourism marketing in Blountville relies on the local Sullivan County Department of 
Archives and Tourism, the regional North East Tennessee Tourism Association, and the state-
level Tennessee Department of Tourist Development. Within the Blountville community, 
interpretation of the Inn relies on oral histories of the lived experiences that reflect kinship ties 
and personal knowledge and that emphasizes a deeply empathetic understanding of the town and 
the Inn.  In contrast with the local focus on lived experience, regional and state-wide marketing 
campaigns rely on a “branded” image that is intended to resonate with potential visitors, and 
draw them in through the use of iconic imagery that defines East Tennessee through the official 
narrative of Appalachian culture.   
 Tourism agencies have historically chosen to represent the wider region of East 
Tennessee and Sullivan County through the use of “a body of symbols” that are representative of 
“Appalachia” in popular consciousness (Kant-Byers 167). These symbols are so deeply 
enculturated that they are invisible to most people, including those who are in control of the 
messaging that is promoted by Tennessee’s state agencies.  When speaking about the design and 
content choices of the Tennessee Vacation website, Commissioner Kevin Triplett stated that “it’s 
not up to us as tourism folks, or historians, or promoters of heritage or culture to shape; it’s just 
up to us to provide the information for them to think for themselves” (Triplett).  Such a statement 
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denies the impact of an “intellectual history” that has created a short-hand of cultural symbols 
that translate into tourist expectations, both reinforcing and further solidifying Appalachian 
stereotypes in the official narrative. Community members reference these symbols when 
discussing more rural communities outside of Blountville that code as Appalachian because of 
poverty, tobacco patches, and moonshine stills (Marion). The official Tennessee Vacation web 
page for East Tennessee features images of a coonskin cap, NASCAR racing flags, and a barn 
(“East Tennessee”). All of these images are a part of the “body of symbols that signify what is 
perceived as Appalachian” and are representative of the culture of East Tennessee in official 
narratives, though community members in Blountville do not see them as being personally 
applicable to their lived experiences (Kant-Byers 167).  
 In the town of Blountville, community narratives also refer to images in popular culture 
to describe the Inn and its meaning, though symbols of Appalachia were not referenced by 
participants in this study.  More often, Colonial Williamsburg, Scarlett O’Hara, and Laura Ingalls 
Wilder were used as descriptors for the aesthetics of the Deery Inn or volunteer costumes. This 
historical narrative represents the community’s view of their identity, and an insider’s 
unconscious construction of sociohistorical identity, a “regionalizing from below” (Hufford 68). 
The Inn’s official narrative as portrayed in state tourism literature was drawn from the local 
narrative through the state’s use of partnerships, but is limited to a few short sentences in the 
glossy packaging of enormous ad campaigns that portray Blountville and the Old Deery Inn as 
one of many tourist attractions in Appalachia.  
 The Old Deery Inn has a unique and interesting story, full of nuance and lived 
experience, and it is that complex identity that makes it an interesting tourist destination.  
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Complexity and nuance are not easily translated into glossy and packaged marketing materials, 
so perhaps the Inn’s Interpreters will choose to focus their advertisements on the things that 
could be considered the Inn’s “drivers,” such as the Smithsonian Gates, the collection of log 
cabins, and the guided tours provided by Interpreters in costume.  Marketing decisions at the 
state level are made by determining “what story do you have, and how can you tell it?”  The Inn 
has a very interesting story, but only if it is told by Interpreters who are invested in the oral 
traditions and rituals of the Inn.  What sets the Old Deery Inn apart, and makes it a place that 
people want to spend time in, is its homey, warm connection to its lived history.  Adding formal 
exhibits and presenting its story in a self-guided format would entirely change the experience of 
guests and community members, who value the Inn’s traditions, whether they are invented or 
not.  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